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In this paper, we investigate how nonlocal correlations affect, selectively, the physics of correlated
electrons over different energy scales, from the Fermi level to the band-edges. This goal is achieved by
applying a diagrammatic extension of dynamical mean field theory (DMFT), the dynamical vertex
approximation (DΓA), to study several spectral and thermodynamic properties of the unfrustrated
Hubbard model in two and three dimensions. Specifically, we focus first on the low-energy regime by
computing the electronic scattering rate and the quasiparticle mass renormalization for decreasing
temperatures at a fixed interaction strength. This way, we obtain a precise characterization of
the several steps, through which the Fermi-liquid physics is progressively destroyed by nonlocal
correlations. Our study is then extended to a broader energy range, by analyzing the temperature
behavior of the kinetic and potential energy, as well as of the corresponding energy distribution
functions. Our findings allow us to identify a smooth, but definite evolution of the nature of
nonlocal correlations by increasing interaction: They either increase or decrease the kinetic energy
w.r.t. DMFT depending on the interaction strength being weak or strong, respectively. This reflects
the corresponding evolution of the ground state from a nesting-driven (Slater) to a superexchange-
driven (Heisenberg) antiferromagnet (AF), whose fingerprints are, thus, recognizable in the spatial
correlations of the paramagnetic phase. Finally, a critical analysis of our numerical results of the
potential energy at the largest interaction allows us to identify possible procedures to improve the
ladder-based algorithms adopted in the dynamical vertex approximation.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 71.10.Fd
I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical treatment of electronic correlations
poses one of the major challenges to contemporary con-
densed matter physics. In fact, whenever the application
of weak- or strong-coupling perturbative expansions is
not possible, there are only a few situations for which rig-
orous analytical and/or numerical approaches are avail-
able. These include the limiting cases of one (1d) and in-
finite dimensions, where Bethe-Ansatz solutions1,2, den-
sity matrix renormalization group (DMRG)3,4/matrix
product states (MPS)5 approaches and the dynamical
mean field theory (DMFT)6, respectively, have been suc-
cessfully applied in the last decades.
No comparably powerful scheme, however, is presently
available for treating the physically relevant cases of cor-
related electrons in two and three dimensions. Here, the
intrinsic geometrical property of having more space di-
rections at disposal changes radically the physics w.r.t.
the one-dimensional case, preventing any straightforward
generalization of the rigorous approaches of 1d to higher
dimensions. At the same time, the limited (finite) con-
nectivity of 2d and 3d lattices does not justify any longer
the application of mean-field approximations in space
(such as DMFT), and their complete neglect of nonlo-
cal spatial correlations.
The same physical ingredients making hard the path-
way towards a full theoretical understanding of electronic
correlations, however, are responsible for some of the
most exciting phenomena in solid state physics, such as,
e.g., high-temperature superconductivity in cuprates7–9,
iron-pnictides and chalchogenides10 and quantum crit-
icality in transition metal oxides11 and heavy fermion
materials12. This explains the huge quest for the devel-
opment of new methods in quantum many-body theory,
and the significant effort made by several research groups
for improving the description of correlated electrons in
two and three dimensions. Cutting edge approaches often
exploit or extend the schemes, which worked successfully
in different limiting situations. This is, for instance, the
case of projected entangled pair states (PEPS)13 meth-
ods, which aim at extending the rigorous MPS treatment
of the 1d physics to (at least) two dimensional systems.
Here, however, we are interested in the opposite route
of exploiting the exact description of correlations in the
infinite dimensional limit (DMFT) as a starting point
for nonperturbative approximations to the (more realis-
tic) physics of interacting electrons confined in 3d solids
or 2d layers. This route is paved by the extensions of
DMFT. Cluster extensions14–16 allow for a rigorous treat-
ment of short-range spatial correlations within a finite
cluster size. In situations where long-range correlations
prevail, however, diagrammatic extensions17–28 of DMFT
are more suited as they treat fluctuations on all length
scales on equal footing. The latter exploit the purely local
two-particle vertex functions and the (nonlocal) Green’s
functions computed in DMFT as a building blocks for dif-
ferent Feynman-diagrammatic expansions. The specific
expansions chosen (typically finite order, ladder and/or
parquet resummations of diagrams) thus allow for the in-
clusion of an important portion of long-range correlations
2neglected by DMFT and its cluster extensions in two and
three dimensions.
In this paper, by adopting one of the diagrammatic
extensions of DMFT, the dynamical vertex approxima-
tion (DΓA)17,29, we present a thorough analysis of the
mechanisms, through which the purely local physics of
DMFT gets corrected by the nonlocal correlations of fi-
nite dimensions: We will go beyond the results of pre-
vious applications of DΓA and other diagrammatic ap-
proaches, by investigating how spatial correlations in 2d
and 3d selectively operate over different energy scales,
depending on the parameter (interaction strength, tem-
perature, dimension) region considered. In particular, as
for the low-energy window, we will study how the Fermi-
liquid properties of correlated electrons (at weak cou-
pling) in 2d and 3d are progressively disfigured by low-
temperature antiferromagnetic fluctuations of increasing
strength and spatial extension. Further, we will expand
our study to the whole energy domain, by analyzing how
such fluctuations contribute to the internal energy of the
electronic system and, specifically, to its kinetic and po-
tential counterparts. The latter results will be also re-
solved in terms of the noninteracting dispersion of the
system (εk), by studying the evolution of the correspond-
ing energy distribution functions [n(ε)]. In fact, while
the low-energy window analysis helps to understand how
the Fermi-liquid properties get altered by spatial correla-
tions, the latter study provides also insights on how the
Mott-Hubbard insulating physics is actually realized in
finite dimensions. Our numerical results of DΓA will be
also supplemented by analytical expressions derived by
extracting the most relevant contributions of the corre-
sponding DΓA equations in the limit of a large correla-
tion length. This way, we will be not only able to deter-
mine precisely the low-temperature behavior displayed
by our numerical data, but also to compare it with that
of complementary, semianalytic techniques such as the
two-particle self-consistent30–32 (TPSC) approach or the
composite operator method33–37 (COM).
Finally, we should also emphasize that the system-
atic study of the two- and three-dimensional physics pre-
sented in this paper is not only relevant for improving
the understanding of correlated electrons in 2d and 3d:
It is also crucial to test the reliability of the diagram-
matic approach adopted (here: the DΓA) to capture the
overall physics of nonlocal correlations. In fact, diagram-
matic schemes have been already applied hitherto to im-
portant but specific problems, such as the determina-
tion of the critical exponents in the Hubbard38,39 and
the Falicov-Kimball model40, the observation of a pseu-
dogap in two dimensions24,41–45, or the onset of com-
peting superconducting instabilities46. However, while
the results of these selected applications have been quite
successful, the lack of almost any kind of exact solution
for the correlated physics in 2d and 3d, strongly calls
for an extensive benchmark of the overall physical de-
scription emerging from these approaches. In particu-
lar, our systematic study provides a comprehensive set
of new numerical data and analytical trends in different
coupling regimes: These can be used for future compar-
isons against the results of alternative techniques (includ-
ing other diagrammatic or cluster extensions of DMFT,
extrapolated lattice quantum Monte Carlo45,47,48, func-
tional renormalization group24,49, etc.) in a similar spirit
of the extensive benchmark review, recently presented for
the 2d Hubbard model in Ref. 50. Even more important,
our results can be also directly tested in terms of the
internal consistency of the overall picture they are pro-
viding. This should fulfill, on its whole, specific physical
expectations such as, e.g., various sum rules. In fact, as
we will discuss in the final part of the paper, the criti-
cal cross-checked analysis of our DΓA results will be also
suggestive of possible, further algorithmic improvements
for this approach.
The plan of the paper is the following: In Sec. II we will
present the DΓA formalism (focusing on the most used
algorithm based on ladder diagrams resummations) and
revisit the DΓA phase diagrams of the two- and three-
dimensional Hubbard model. In Sec. III the impact of
nonlocal correlations on Fermi liquid properties of the
system is analyzed in detail. Afterward, in Sec. IV, the
investigation of the role of nonlocal correlations is ex-
tended to all energy scales by analyzing kinetic and po-
tential energies and energy distribution functions. The
critical analysis of the results of Sec. IV inspired us to
propose in Sec. V an improved scheme for future lad-
der DΓA calculations, which might be also of interest
for other diagrammatic approaches. Finally, in Sec. VI,
we summarize our results and put them in perspective
of further progresses in the nonperturbative treatment of
electronic correlations in finite dimensions.
II. NONLOCAL CORRELATIONS FROM
LADDER DΓA
The starting point of our study is the two- and three-
dimensional Hubbard model on a simple square (2d) and
cubic (3d) lattice, respectively
Hˆ = −t
∑
<ij>σ
cˆ†iσ cˆjσ + U
∑
i
nˆi↑nˆi↓, (1)
where t denotes the hopping amplitude between nearest
neighbors, U is the Coulomb interaction, and cˆ†iσ(cˆiσ)
creates (annihilates) an electron with spin σ on site i;
nˆiσ = cˆ
†
iσ cˆiσ. We restrict ourselves to the paramagnetic
phase with n = 1 electron/site (half filling) at a finite
temperatures T =1/β > TN , where TN is the transition
temperature to the low-T antiferromagnetically ordered
phase. For the sake of clarity, and in accordance with
previous publications, we will define hereafter our ener-
gies in terms of a typical energy scale D = 2
√
2d t, where
d denotes the dimension of the system. This choice fixes
the standard deviation σ of the noninteracting density of
states (DOS) to 0.5 in all dimensions and, hence, allows
3for a better comparability between results for different
dimensions.
A brief remark is in order here about the conventions
adopted in the paper. As we will discuss derivations
and results for self-energies, spectral and vertex func-
tions on the imaginary as well as on the real frequency
axis we resort to the following notation: iν and iν′ will
denote fermionic and iΩ bosonic (imaginary) Matsubara
frequencies. If used as an argument in parenthesis, they
are written in combination with the imaginary unit i, e.g.,
Σ(iν). For the sake of readability we omit such i when
these frequencies are written in index notation (mostly
for the vertex functions), e.g., Γνν
′Ω. A lower case ω will
always denote real frequencies. For a detailed definition
and an extensive discussion of the symmetry properties
of all relevant one- and two-particle Green’s and vertex
functions considered in this paper we refer the reader to
Ref. 51 and the supplementary material of Ref. 52.
All quantities which do not explicitly contain a mo-
mentum argument are purely local and can be obtained
from the auxiliary Anderson impurity model (AIM) re-
lated to the DMFT solution of model (1). For this
task we have exploited an exact diagonalization (ED)
solver using Ns = 4+1 bath and impurity site(s), re-
spectively. By comparing the AIM’s Green’s function
with the local part of the corresponding lattice Green’s
function we have verified that the fitting procedure w.r.t.
the ED discrete bath works accurately in the considered
(intermediate-T ) parameter regimes. Moreover, we have
already tested several times in previous works23,51–53
that, for the DMFT one- and two-particle Green’s func-
tions, the deviations observed between our ED calcula-
tions and quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) results [both
Hirsch-Fye and continuous-time54 (CT) QMC] are only
marginal in the low energy (frequency) regime. As for the
high-frequency asymptotic region of the Green’s and ver-
tex functions, the ED solver has the intrinsic advantage
of avoiding any statistical error compared to correspond-
ing QMC methods. This is of particular importance both
for the numerical solution of the DΓA equations as well
as for the analytic continuation of the Matsubara self-
energies by means of Pade´ fits.
A. DΓA formalism
The DΓA approach to the model (1) has been derived
in Refs. 17 and 55. We briefly review here the principal
equations, focusing on the algorithmic aspects which are
most relevant for our work. The basic idea of DΓA is to
introduce nonlocal correlations beyond the local ones of
DMFT in the self-energy Σ(iν,k) of the system. This is
achieved by means of the (Schwinger-Dyson) equation of
motion (EOM)
Σ(iν,k) =
Un
2
− U
β2
∑
ν′Ω
k′q
F νν
′Ω
↑↓,kk′qG(iν
′,k′)
×G(iν′ + iΩ,k′ + q)G(iν + iΩ,k+ q) (2)
In the full parquet-based version of DΓA the vertex
F νν
′Ω
↑↓,kk′q and the Green’s functions G(iν,k) are con-
structed from the local fully irreducible vertex Λνν
′Ω
σσ′
of DMFT17. This requires the self-consistent solution
of the numerically very demanding parquet- and Bethe-
Salpeter-equations in all scattering channels56–61. The
convergence of the full DΓA algorithm is made numeri-
cally very challenging also by possible divergences53,62,63
of the two-particle irreducible vertex function Λνν
′Ω
σσ′ in
the intermediate-to-strong coupling regime.
However, if we know a priori which type of fluctua-
tions prevails in the system, we can restrict ourselves to
the corresponding Bethe-Salpeter equation in this chan-
nel, which corresponds to the ladder version of DΓA.
In this case the Green’s function G(iν,k) in Eq. (2)
is just the one obtained from DMFT, i.e., G(iν,k) =
[iν + µ− εk − Σ(iν)]−1. Here, µ is the chemical poten-
tial of the system, εk = −2t
∑d
i=1 cos(ki) denotes the
bare dispersion for the square (cubic) lattice in 2(3) di-
mensions, and Σ(iν) is the purely local self-energy cal-
culated within DMFT from the auxiliary AIM. In the
ladder approximation the generalized susceptibility χνν
′Ω
r,q
(and from this of course the corresponding vertex F νν
′Ω
r,q )
is constructed by a ladder (i.e., a Bethe-Salpeter equa-
tion) in the given channel(s) r. In the case of half filling
particle-particle fluctuations are suppressed and, hence,
we restrict ourselves to the two particle-hole channels
r = (d)ensity and r = (m)agnetic in which the gener-
alized susceptibilities read
χνν
′Ω
r,q =βδνν′χ
νΩ
0,q −
1
β
χνΩ0,q
∑
ν1
Γνν1Ωr χ
ν1ν
′Ω
r,q
=βδνν′χ
νΩ
0,q − χνΩ0,qF νν
′Ω
r,q χ
ν′Ω
0,q , (3)
where Γνν
′Ω
r is the local irreducible vertex in the channel
r = d,m from DMFT and χνΩ0,q = −
∑
kG(iν,k)G(iν +
iΩ,k + q) is the bare susceptibility of DMFT. Inserting
the vertex F νν
′Ω
r,q into the EOM [Eq. (2)] yields the ladder-
DΓA self-energy Σlad(iν,k).
It turns out that the self-energy calculated by means
of plain ladder DΓA diagrams exhibits a violation of
the asymptotic behavior. This means the 1/iν-part
of Σlad(iν,k) would not have the (correct) prefactor
U2 n2
(
1− n2
)
, differently from the exact and the DMFT
solution. A more detailed discussion of this issue is re-
ported in Appendix A and Ref. 64. Specifically, there we
demonstrate that the wrong asymptotics of Σlad(iν,k) is
a direct consequence of a violation of the sum rules of the
physical susceptibilities χΩr,q =
1
β2
∑
νν′ χ
νν′Ω
r,q .
In order to overcome this problem, following the
Moriya theory of itinerant magnetism65, one should in-
troduce a so-called λ correction in the theory (see Refs. 38
and 55). In practice, this is performed by inserting one
(or two) scalar parameter(s) λm (and λd) into our ladder
4DΓA equations. For the practical application of such a
procedure, we have to consider two main questions:
(i) What is the condition to fix the value(s) of λr?
One necessary condition is of course to restore the correct
asymptotic behavior of the ladder DΓA self-energy. As
shown in Appendix A, this requirement is equivalent to
the fulfillment of the sum rule
1
β
∑
Ωq
χΩ↑↑,q ≡
1
β
∑
Ωq
1
2
[
χΩd,q + χ
Ω
m,q
] ≡ n
2
(
1− n
2
)
(4)
for the ↑↑ spin susceptibility. Let us stress that the above
condition is always fulfilled for the purely local suscep-
tibilities of DMFT, but will be in general violated by
approximate theories such as the ladder DΓA. In this
work we enforce condition (4) by applying a λ correction
only to χΩm,q, i.e., we replace χ
Ω
m,q by χ
λ,Ω
m,q as defined
in Eqs. (7) or (A5). The value of λ is then fixed by the
constraint66
1
β
∑
Ωq
1
2
[
χλ,Ωm,q + χ
Ω
d,q
]
=
n
2
(
1− n
2
)
. (5)
The above procedure raises obviously the question
whether a similar correction should be applied to the
charge susceptibility of DΓA as well. However, if we want
to correct both, the charge- and the spin-propagator by
means of a λd and a λ = λm, we need a second condi-
tion to fix both parameters. In a previous work45 the
assumption that the sum rules for both, the charge- and
the spin-propagator, coincide independently with the cor-
responding local sum rules of DMFT has been made, i.e.,
1
β
∑
Ωq
χλr,Ωr,q =
1
β
∑
Ω
χΩr . (6)
Note that an analogous condition is exploited in the
dual boson approach67,68. As local DMFT correlation
functions fulfill all (local) sum rules the above condition
indeed ensures the correct particle number at the two-
particle level [cf. Eq. (4) and Appendix A]. A more for-
mal justification of condition (6) has been recently given
in the context of the QUADRILEX method28 which,
however, requires the solution of an AIM containing a
(three-frequency dependent) dynamically screened inter-
action.
The state-of-the-art λ-correction schemes discussed
here, however, still present an intrinsic problem: They
lead to ambiguous results for the kinetic and potential
energy of the system within the ladder DΓA scheme.
Specifically, one obtains different values for the potential
and kinetic energy when calculating these quantities from
one- and two-particle propagators of the ladder DΓA, re-
spectively. This issue, which affects also DMFT calcula-
tions for finite dimensional systems as recently noted in
Ref. 68, is discussed in more detail in Sec. V.
(ii) How can we introduce the parameters λr into the
ladder DΓA equation? The most natural way of intro-
ducing the λ corrections into the ladder DΓA approach
is by applying it directly to the physical susceptibilities
χΩr,q. In practice this is achieved by just correcting the
masses of these propagators with λr, which can be im-
plemented by the following equation (see Appendix A):
χλ,Ωr,q =
[(
χΩr,q
)−1
+ λr
]−1
. (7)
Hence, in order to include the λ corrections in the calcu-
lation of the self-energy within the ladder-DΓA approach,
we have to rewrite Eq. (2) in such a way that the physical
susceptibilities χΩr,q appear explicitly. Following Ref. 55,
this can be achieved by separating the DΓA ladders by
a bare interaction vertex Ur = +/ − U for r = d/m.
Specifically, one defines the ladder quantity Φνν
′Ω
r,q by the
Bethe-Salpeter-like equation
χνν
′Ω
r,q = Φ
νν′Ω
r,q −
1
β2
∑
ν1ν2
Φνν1Ωr,q Urχ
ν2ν
′Ω
r,q . (8)
From this one can derive the so-called three-legs vertex
γνΩr,q
γνΩr,q =
(
χνΩ0,q
)−1 1
β
∑
ν′
Φνν
′Ω
r,q , (9)
which is the same as the three-legs irreducible ver-
tex appearing in the recently introduced TRILEX
approach26,27 (see Appendix B). Expressing now F νν
′Ω
r,q
in terms of Φνν
′Ω
r,q allows us to rewrite the EOM in the
case of ladder-DΓA in the following form38,55:
Σlad(iν,k) =
Un
2
− U
β
∑
Ωq
[
1 +
1
2
γνΩd,q
(
1− UχΩd,q
)−
3
2
γνΩm,q
(
1 + UχΩm,q
)
+
1
2β
∑
ν′
χν
′Ω
0,q
(
F νν
′Ω
d − F νν
′Ω
m
)]
G(iν + iΩ,k+ q),
(10)
where the term in the last line of this equations avoids
the double counting of local DMFT diagrams.
Eventually, the application of our λ-correction scheme
to the ladder DΓA self-energy consists of replacing χΩr,q
by the corresponding λ-corrected quantity χλ,Ωr,q [see
Eq. (7)] in Eq. (10). Note that within this scheme the
three-leg vertices γνΩr,q remain uncorrected. The latter
assumption is justified, since γνΩr,q does not contain any
physical susceptibilities and, hence, is very little affected
by nonlocal correlations as it is discussed in more detail
in Appendix B.
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FIG. 1. Phase diagrams of the half-filled Hubbard model on a simple square and cubic lattice in 3d (left panel) and 2d (right
panel), respectively. Data points of the main panels are reproduced from Refs. 38 and 39 (3d) and 45 (2d), respectively, except
for the new DΓA estimate of TN at U = 4.0 in 3d. Right panel: The metal-to-insulator (MIT) transition marked in blue is the
one observed in paramagnetic DMFT calculations. Because of the strong nonlocal correlations captured by DΓA calculations,
in 2d the MIT is transformed into a sharp crossover (red shaded area) which extends down to U=0 at low T 45,69. Inset: log [ξ],
computed in DΓA for U = 0.75, as a function of the inverse temperature β = 1/T for different sizes of the momentum grid
(2Nq is the number of q points in one direction) used for the determination of λ. The fit (orange line) has been performed in
the low-T regime according to the exponential function in Eq. (14a).
B. Phase diagrams revisited
To place the results of this work in the context of the
previous DΓA studies, let us briefly reconsider the DΓA
phase diagrams for the half-filled Hubbard model in two
and three spatial dimensions as obtained in Refs. 38 and
45.
In the three-dimensional half-filled Hubbard model we
observe a phase transition to an antiferromagnetically or-
dered phase at a finite temperature. In the left panel
of Fig. 1 the 3d transition temperature of DΓA (red
dots) is shown as a function of the interaction param-
eter U and compared to recent dynamical cluster ap-
proximation (DCA)70 (pink diamonds), determinantal
diagrammatic Monte Carlo (DDMC)71 (green squares),
and dual fermion (DF)39 (brown triangles) results. All
methods show a clear reduction of TN compared to its
DMFT value (blue line). At weak coupling this reduc-
tion is slightly stronger in DΓA than in the other methods
though DΓA results are rather close to the most recent
DDMC estimates. Possible origins of this discrepancy
have been discussed in detail in Ref. 38. At stronger
coupling (U = 4.0) DΓA data agree well with the transi-
tion temperature of the corresponding Heisenberg model
onto which the Hubbard model can be mapped at large
couplings, while DF results find slightly higher transition
temperatures. In this regime, where only spin fluctua-
tions survive, the ladder DΓA estimate of TN appears
particularly accurate. We recall that in 3d nonlocal cor-
relations play an important role for one-particle (spec-
tral) properties in a relatively narrow temperature regime
above TN
38. At higher temperatures, thermal fluctua-
tions become predominant, mitigating the DΓA correc-
tions to the local physics of DMFT. A more refined study
of how this effect might occur differently for different
physical observables will be, however, addressed in the
next sections.
In two spatial dimensions the situation changes dras-
tically as one can see from the corresponding phase di-
agram in the right panel of Fig. 1: Due to the Mermin-
Wagner theorem72, fulfilled in our DΓA treatment, the
antiferromagnetic phase is restricted to T = 0. Previous
DΓA studies45,55 have shown that the long ranged an-
tiferromagnetic fluctuations responsible for the suppres-
sion of the magnetic order induce at all values of U a
crossover (red shaded area in the right panel of Fig. 1) to
a low-T insulating state. In fact, as discussed in Ref. 45,
for small U the crossover to an insulating state takes
place approximately in the temperature regime where
the rate of growth of the (AF) spin correlation length
(ξ) becomes exponentially large. The low-T behavior of
ξ(T ) ∼ ec/T is explicitly shown in the inset of the right
panel of Fig. 1, which supports, refining them, the re-
sults of Ref. 45: By plotting log ξ as a function of the
inverse temperature (β), and studying the behavior as a
function of increasingly denser momentum grids (for the
precise determination of the λ corrections), one sees how,
at U = 0.75, a direct proportionality sets in at an inverse
temperature of β ≈ 45, matching very well the onset of
the crossover region in the 2d phase diagram.
In the following sections, we still start from these gen-
eral DΓA descriptions of the 2d and 3d physics, to analyze
more profoundly the microscopic mechanisms at work
and, in particular, how the underlying nonlocal correla-
6tions are operating selectively for different energy scales
in the various cases considered.
III. DΓA RESULTS NEAR THE FERMI
SURFACE
nonlocal correlations do not only affect two-particle re-
sponse functions such as the magnetic susceptibility χΩm,q
and, hence, phase transitions and the associated crit-
ical phenomena38–40 described in the previous section.
They also have a crucial impact on one-particle proper-
ties such as self-energies and spectral functions. At low
energies (i.e., near the Fermi surface) nonlocal correla-
tions change the Fermi liquid nature of the system de-
scribed by DMFT, leading eventually to a breakdown of
the Fermi liquid behavior. The way how this happens,
however, is absolutely not trivial. In fact, the temper-
ature at which the Fermi liquid breakdown can be ob-
served in a specific physical observable is not necessarily
the same for all observables. Specifically, we will show
in the following that while the self-energies and spectral
functions of the half-filled Hubbard model itself exhibit a
Fermi-liquid-like structure down to moderately low tem-
peratures above TN , the temperature dependence of the
self-energy and -more precisely- of the low-energy coeffi-
cients [for the definition see Eqs. (12)] extracted from it
already feature a non-Fermi-liquid behavior at substan-
tially higher temperatures. This scenario emerges clearly
from our DΓA data and will be discussed extensively in
comparison with DMFT in the following two sections.
A. Self-energies and spectral functions
We will start with an analysis of the retarded self-
energy on the real frequency axis and the correspond-
ing spectral functions in two dimensions at U = 0.75
obtained from DMFT and DΓA. To this end we have
performed Pade´ fits (for details see Appendix H) for our
self-energy data on the Matsubara axis for the two ar-
guably most relevant k points on the Fermi surface, i.e.,
the so-called nodal point kN = (pi/2, pi/2) and the antin-
odal point kA = (pi, 0). For each of the two k points
we have conducted calculations at three different tem-
peratures. The results for the nodal point are shown in
Fig. 2. In the case of DMFT, one observes a Fermi-liquid-
like structure of the self-energy for all temperatures, as
it is expected for a small value of the interaction: At
low energies, the slope of the real part of Σ(ω,kN ) is al-
ways negative leading to the typical quasiparticle mass
enhancement m→ m∗ = (1+αk)m [for the definition of
αk see Eq. (12a)]. Correspondingly, the imaginary part
always exhibits a maximum (i.e., a minimum in absolute
value) around ω = 0 indicating a minimal scattering rate
for the quasiparticles at the Fermi energy. These obser-
vations are well reflected in the DMFT spectral functions
where one observes the typical Fermi liquid quasiparticle
peak at ω=0 for all temperatures.
nonlocal antiferromagnetic correlations taken into ac-
count by DΓA change the situation drastically: At the
highest temperature β = 35 these correlations are rather
weak since the system is far away from the T =0 antifer-
romagnetic phase transition. In this case, no qualitative
difference to the DMFT data is found (in fact, though
not visible on the scale of the plot, a very tiny maximum
in the imaginary part of the self-energy at ω=0 is found
in the data). This Fermi liquid behavior can be also
seen in the DΓA spectral function, where a quasi particle
peak -albeit strongly broadened compared to DMFT- is
still present. Our results, hence, indicate that nonlocal
fluctuations are still moderate at the considered temper-
ature. This agrees well with the fact that at β = 35
the system has not yet entered the critical regime in the
2d phase diagram (see right panel of Fig. 1) character-
ized by an exponential growth of the correlation length
with decreasing temperature31,45 (see Sec. II B). The
situation changes remarkably at the lower temperature
β = 45, which is of the order of the crossover tempera-
ture in 2d: While the Matsubara self-energy (first panel
in the second line of Fig. 2) may still suggest a Fermi
liquid behavior, the Pade´ fit already displays a change in
curvature when approaching zero frequency, i.e., it bends
down slightly for ν → 0. This behavior is reflected in
the real and the imaginary parts of the (retarded) self-
energy on the real axis (second panel in the second line):
ReΣ(ω,kN ) shows already a positive -albeit very small-
slope at ω= 0, while ImΣ(ω,kN ) has a clear dip at the
Fermi level. Both features are definite hallmarks of the
breakdown of the Fermi liquid behavior of the system
at the given temperature. Somewhat surprisingly, this
breakdown is not clearly visible in the spectral function
of the system, as it can be observed in the third panel of
the second row in Fig. 2: At ω=0 we still see a “peak” -
albeit enormously broadened- suggesting the existence of
quasiparticles compatible with a Fermi liquid description
of the system.
The unexpected dichotomy can be, however, under-
stood by means of the following analytical considerations:
The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
a (non-Fermi-liquid/pseudogap) dip in the spectral func-
tion at ω = 0 is that its second derivative is larger than
zero. Hence, expressing the spectral function in terms of
the real and the imaginary part of the self-energy, one
gets the following condition for the presence of a dip in
the spectrum (for the explicit derivation see Appendix
C): [
d2
dω2
ImΣ(ω,k)
]
ω=0
> 2
1− α2k
γk
, (11)
where the coefficients αk and γk (mass renormalization
and scattering rate in the Fermi liquid regime) are defined
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FIG. 2. Self-energies and spectral functions of the 2d Hubbard model at the nodal point [kN = (pi/2, pi/2)] for three (decreasing)
temperatures β = 35 (first row), β = 45 (second row) and β = 50 (third row). In the first column the Matsubara self-energy
from DMFT (blue squares) and DΓA (purple pentagons) and their corresponding Pade´ fits (continuous lines) are shown as
a function of the (fermionic) Matsubara index 2n + 1 = νβ/pi. In the second column the real and imaginary parts of the
(retarded) self-energy are reported. The corresponding spectral functions of DMFT and DΓA, respectively, are plotted in the
third column of the figure.
in the standard way as:
αk = −
[
d
dω
ReΣ(ω,k)
]
ω=0
(12a)
γk = −ImΣ(k, ω = 0). (12b)
Equation (11), however, can be violated also for a non-
Fermi-liquid self-energy (i.e., where the second derivative
of the imaginary part of the self-energy at ω = 0 is al-
ready larger than 0). This may happen if αk is sufficiently
small and, hence, the right hand side of this inequality
becomes considerably large. In our numerical data at
β=45 we find indeed a very small slope of the real part
of the DΓA self-energy (see second panel in the second
row of Fig. 2) consistent with the peculiar situation of
the absence of a dip in the spectral function, as the right
hand side of Eq. (11) becomes pretty large73.
On the other hand, in the standard case of a non-Fermi
liquid with (d2/dω2)ImΣ(ω = 0,k) > 0 and αk < −1
Eq. (11) is always satisfied and, hence, the existence of
a dip in the spectral function is guaranteed. This more
conventional situation can be observed at the lowest con-
sidered temperature β = 50 (third line of Fig. 2): Here
already the self-energy on the Matsubara axis clearly in-
dicates the non-Fermi-liquid behavior of the system (first
panel) by an abrupt change of curvature at the lowest
Matsubara frequency. This matches the positive slope of
the real part of the self-energy on the real axis (corre-
sponding to a negative value of αk) and the strong dip of
the corresponding imaginary part at ω=0 (second panel).
Consistent with Eq. (11), thus, the non-Fermi-liquid dip
in A(ω) becomes clearly visible in the numerical data.
This demonstrates the full destruction of all Fermi liquid
spectral properties by nonlocal correlations at β = 50.
An analogous analysis has been performed for the self-
energies and spectral functions at the antinodal point.
Because of the overall similarity, the data are reported
in Appendix C. The only difference to be mentioned is
that the appearance of the non-Fermi-liquid behavior is
shifted to somewhat higher temperatures. The reason for
this is that the physics at the antinodal point is strongly
affected by the van Hove singularity of the 2d DOS and,
hence, antiferromagnetic fluctuations are strongly effec-
tive to scatter electrons with this momentum vector. In
8Fig. 13 (Appendix C) we indeed observe a breakdown of
the Fermi liquid behavior already at β = 30, while at kN
we found a Fermi liquid behavior for the self-energy down
to β = 35 as discussed before. This momentum differenti-
ated feature is sometimes referred to as “pseudogap” be-
havior. It is intensely discussed in the literature, because
it can be indeed experimentally observed, e.g., in the
high-temperature superconducting cuprates8,41,52,74–76.
For the three-dimensional half-filled Hubbard model
the self-energies and spectral functions exhibit at weak-
to-intermediate coupling always Fermi liquid behavior
down to TN . The corresponding spectral functions have
already been reported for U = 1.0 in Ref. 38 and always
show a peak at ω=0 (see insets in Fig. 3 in this reference).
In the same paper it has been suggested that a gap and,
hence, non-Fermi-liquid spectral features, will always ap-
pear exponentially close to the phase transition. This
statement is supported by the analytical (paramagnon-
like) calculations presented, e.g., in Ref. 31. According to
these results, the quasiparticle scattering rate γk should
diverge at the phase transition. This effect is however
not visible in our numerical DΓA results. This discrep-
ancy motivated us to perform a detailed study of the
temperature dependence of the scattering rate γk (and
the low energy coefficients of Σ in general), which will be
presented in the following section.
B. Low energy coefficients
Numerical results
In this subsection, we present our numerical DΓA re-
sults for the coefficients defining the low-frequency be-
havior of the self-energy (γk and αk), defined in Eqs.
(12b) and (12a), as a function of T . The values for γk
and αk have been extracted from the Pade´ fits of our
Matsubara data, where the stability of these fits (and,
hence, of the final results) has been thoroughly checked
by varying the set of Matsubara frequencies used for the
fitting procedure (for details, see Appendix H).
Let us start discussing the scattering factors γk(T ) in
2d, which are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3. In a per-
fect Fermi liquid system, these scattering rates should de-
crease with decreasing temperature and eventually vanish
at T = 0 as γFL(T ) ∼ T 2. Within DMFT our model is
a Fermi liquid at U = 0.75 and, though hardly visible
in the scale of the plot, we have checked that γ(T ) (blue
points) indeed follows a T 2 behavior (at higher temper-
atures corrected by the next term in the Sommerfeld ex-
pansion, i.e., T 4). On the contrary, in DΓA we observe a
(at lower temperatures very strong) increase of the scat-
tering rate with decreasing temperature, which clearly
signals the non-Fermi-liquid nature of the physics. These
enhanced scattering rates at low temperatures can be at-
tributed to an enhanced scattering of the electrons at
nonlocal spin fluctuations, whose spatial extension grows
exponentially with decreasing temperature. Remarkably,
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of low-energy coefficients of
the self-energy for U = 0.75 in 2d. Upper panel: Scattering
factors γk(T ) [for the definition see Eq. (12b)] for DΓA at the
nodal [kN = (pi/2, pi/2)] and the antinodal [kA = (pi, 0)] point
compared to the corresponding DMFT data; lower panel:
(Negative) slope of the real part of the self-energy at ω = 0,
i.e., αk(T ) [Eq. (12a)] for DΓA at kN = (pi/2, pi/2) and
kA = (pi, 0) compared to the corresponding DMFT data. The
continuous lines represent the fits of the data points with the
analytical function given in the plot (for the analytical deriva-
tions see the main text).
the non-Fermi-liquid behavior develops already at tem-
peratures where the self-energies and spectral functions
still exhibit a definite Fermi-liquid-like structure. In par-
ticular, for the nodal point we recognize an increase of
γkN (T ) with decreasing temperature already at β = 35
(T = 0.029) while the corresponding self-energies and
spectral functions in the first row of Fig. 2 are clearly
compatible with a Fermi liquid description. An analo-
gous behavior can be observed for the antinodal point
where, at the temperatures shown in the figure, γkA(T )
always increases with decreasing temperature.
Let us now consider the case of 3d (upper panel in Fig.
4). In DMFT the situation is rather conventional: γ(T )
is reduced with decreasing temperature as it is antici-
pated for a Fermi liquid. On the contrary, the DΓA data
clearly show a nonmonotonous behavior: While at high T
one observes a decrease of γk(T ) with temperature, when
approaching the phase transition we find an increase of
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γk(T ): The two regimes are connected by a well-defined
minimum of γk(T ). As for 2d, the enhanced scattering
rate observed upon decreasing T can be ascribed to an
enhanced scattering of the electrons at nonlocal spin fluc-
tuations. This effect is again more pronounced for the
antinodal point but since in 3d no van Hove singularity
is present in the noninteracting DOS, the difference be-
tween k points at the Fermi surface is less marked. As it
is clear from the sign of αk(T ) (lower panel of Fig. 4) -and
already anticipated in the previous section- DΓA always
exhibits a Fermi-liquid-like self-energy and spectral func-
tion down to the transition temperature38. Furthermore,
our data suggest that the scattering rate will stay finite
even at the phase transition, in contrast to the arguments
of Refs. 31 and 38. The temperature dependence of the
very same observables, however, indicates a breakdown
of Fermi liquid behavior at significantly higher tempera-
tures above TN . Some consequences of these observations
will be discussed in more detail in Sec. III C.
Analytical results and interpretation
In the following, we aim at an analytical understanding
of the low-T dependence of the DΓA coefficients γk and
αk, whose numerical results have been discussed in the
previous section. To this end, we single out the dom-
inant contributions to the DΓA self-energy Σlad(iν,k)
of Eq. (10) in the limit of a large (AF) correlation
length (ξ → ∞). This leads to the following simpli-
fications, allowing us to derive (semi)analytical results
for the DΓA (cf. Appendix D for all details): (i) We
restrict Eq. (10) to the dominant classical spin fluctu-
ations (represented by χΩ=0m,q ) around the AF wave vec-
tor q = (pi, pi, (pi)) in 2(3)d. χΩ=0m,q can then be parame-
terized through the corresponding AF correlation length
ξ(T ). (ii) We take into account the DMFT self-energy
only close to the Fermi level where it can be described
solely in terms of the low-frequency coefficients, and es-
sentially by means of the DMFT quasiparticle scatter-
ing rate Γ(T ) = γ(T )/[1+α(T )]. Considering, moreover,
that the frequency and temperature dependence of the
three-leg vertex is negligible (see Appendix D) the above
simplifications lead to the following approximate expres-
sions for the DΓA self-energy Eq. (10) in 2d and 3d,
whose derivation is provided in full detail in Appendix
D:
Σlad(ω,k) ∼= CωkT
∫
ddq
1
q2 + ξ−2(T )
× 1
ω + vkqx + iΓ(T )
, if vk ≡ |vk| 6= 0
(13a)
Σlad(ω,k) ∼= CωkT
∫
ddq
1
q2 + ξ−2(T )
× 1
ω + (q2x − q2y)/mk + iΓ(T )
, if vk = 0,
(13b)
where vk denotes the Fermi velocity and mk the effective
mass of the noninteracting electrons renormalized by the
quasiparticle weight of DMFT (for the explicit definitions
see Appendix D). The frequency dependence of the pref-
actor Cωk enters through the frequency dependence of the
three-leg vertex [defined in Eq. (9)]. In Appendix E we
give the definition of this prefactor explicitly and discuss
the irrelevance of its frequency dependence for the tem-
perature behavior of γk and αk in the critical regime of
large ξ(T ).
We should stress that Eqs. (13) are equivalent to the
corresponding relations in the TPSC of Tremblay et al.
[Ref. 31, see, e.g., Eq. (55) therein] with the only sig-
nificant difference being that the Green’s function is not
the bare one, but it contains the quasiparticle scatter-
ing rate of DMFT. As we will see in the following, this
qualitatively alters the expressions for the temperature
dependence of the γk(T ) and αk(T ) w.r.t. the results of
the TPSC.
In order to determine the explicit temperature de-
pendence of γk(T ) and αk(T ) from Eqs. (13) we must
also specify the temperature dependence of the correla-
tion length -as computed by DΓA- in the critical regime,
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which is of course different in two and three dimensions.
In 3d we are dealing with a second order phase transi-
tion at finite temperatures and, thus, ξ(T ) diverges for
T → TN according to a power law38,39, while in 2d the
correlation length exhibits an exponential increase31,45
when approaching the phase transition at T =0.
Hence, we can parametrize the correlations lengths in
two and three dimensions in the following way:
ξ2d(T ) = c1e
c2/T (14a)
ξ3d(T ) = c3(T − TN )−ν , (14b)
where c1, c2 and c3 are positive real constants, TN is the
3d transition temperature and ν the critical exponent.
For the 3d system we will adopt in the following the val-
ues for c3, TN and ν given in Ref. 38 while for 2d we will
leave c1 and c2 as free fit-parameters appearing in the
final equations for the coefficients γk(T ) and αk(T ).
The integrals in Eqs. (13) can be now performed an-
alytically. The detailed calculations are similar to those
in the TPSC31 and will be given in Appendix E. Here,
we will just discuss the final results for the parameters
γk and αk as defined in Eqs. (12) in two and three di-
mensions for the two relevant k points kN and kA on
the Fermi surface. In this way, we aim at improving our
understanding how long-range antiferromagnetic fluctua-
tions, parametrized by the correlation length ξ(T ), affect
the one-particle spectral properties of the system.
Two dimensions, nodal point k = kN : At the nodal point
the Fermi velocity vkN is finite and, thus, we have to solve
the integral in Eq. (13a) in 2d and extract from it the
coefficients γkN (T ) and αkN (T ) according to Eqs. (12).
The results read:
γkN (T ) = CkNTξ(T )
2√
b2kN (T )− 1
log
(
bkN (T ) +
√
b2kN (T )− 1
)
+Rγ(T ), (15a)
αkN (T ) = −AkNTξ2(T )
bkN (T ) log
(
bkN (T ) +
√
b2kN (T )− 1
)
[
b2kN (T )− 1
]3/2 − 1b2kN (T )− 1
+Rα(T ), (15b)
where CkN and AkN are temperature independent con-
stants determined from Cωk (see Appendix E) and Rγ(T )
andRα(T ) denote the regular terms which do not diverge
(or even go to 0) when T → 0. The quantity bkN (T ) is
given by
bkN (T ) =
Γ(T )ξ(T )
vkN
. (16)
Let us now analyze Eqs. (15) for two important limit-
ing cases of the parameter bkN (T ): First, if Γ(T ) ≡ 0
and, hence, bkN (T ) ≡ 0, we obtain γkN (T ) ∼ ξ(T ) and
αkN (T ) ∼ −ξ2(T ), i.e., an exponential growth of the
coefficients with decreasing temperature, since the corre-
lation length ξ(T ) grows exponentially when lowering T
[see Eq. (14a)]. This corresponds to the results obtained
in TPSC in Ref. 31 [see Eq. (56) therein]. In this case,
the strong antiferromagnetic fluctuations are completely
“transferred” to the one-particle spectral properties with-
out any “damping”. This leads to a corresponding ex-
ponential decrease of spectral weight at the Fermi level
upon lowering the temperature. In our DΓA equations,
on the other hand, we have to take into account a fi-
nite DMFT quasiparticle scattering rate Γ(T ). Although
this vanishes as T 2 when approaching T = 0, the prod-
uct ξ(T )Γ(T ) eventually diverges in this limit, because
the correlation length grows much faster at low T . This
means that for DΓA, differently from TPSC, we have to
analyze the low-temperature limit of bkN (T ) ≫ 1. Ap-
plying this limit to Eqs. (15) one observes that the terms
proportional to ξ(T ) and ξ2(T ) in γkN (T ) and αkN (T ),
respectively, cancel out. The resulting expressions then
read:
γkN (T )
∼= C˜kN
T log
(
2Γ(T )ξ(T )
vkN
)
Γ(T )
=
G1
T 2
+G2
log(T )
T
+
G3
T
(17a)
αkN (T )
∼= −A˜kN
T
[
log
(
2Γ(T )ξ(T )
vkN
)
− 1
]
Γ2(T )
=
A1
T 4
+A2
log(T )
T 3
+
A3
T 3
, (17b)
where the constants C˜kN and A˜kN are determined
from CkN and AkN , respectively, when taking the limit
bkN (T ) ≫ 1 in Eqs. (15). We neglect here the regular
parts, as they are not relevant at low temperatures. In
the second lines of Eqs. (17a) and (17b) the explicit low-
temperature dependence of γkN (T ) and αkN (T ) is ob-
tained by inserting ξ(T ) [Eq. (14a)] and Γ(T ) [Eq. (D4)]
into the corresponding first lines of these equations. By
hands of these analytical expressions, we could fit our
DΓA data for γkN (T ) and αkN (T ) in Fig. 3: A very
good agreement is found between our DΓA points and
the corresponding fits (dashed lines in the figures). This
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defines a clear-cut physical interpretation of our numer-
ical results for the 2d Hubbard model at weak coupling:
The strong antiferromagnetic fluctuations, which are dis-
played by an exponentially large correlation length at low
temperatures, lead to a destruction of the Fermi liquid
indicated by a strong enhancement of the corresponding
coefficients γkN (T ) and the (negative) αkN (T ) upon de-
creasing temperature. The actual growth rate of these
parameters is, however, qualitatively reduced compared
to the exponential growth rate of the correlation length
itself, being cut off by local DMFT correlations via the
scattering factor Γ(T ). Specifically, instead of an expo-
nential behavior, we obtain a power-law divergence of
γkN (T ) ∼ 1/T 2 and αkN (T ) ∼ 1/T 4. Let us stress
that this change of temperature behavior happens for ar-
bitrarily small values of the local scattering rates Γ(T )
and, hence, modifies the corresponding scenario derived
within the TPSC31 also in the weak-to-intermediate cou-
pling regime.
Two dimensions, antinodal point k = kA: In the fol-
lowing we perform the same investigation, but for the
antinodal point kA = (pi, 0). As for this momentum vec-
tor the Fermi velocity vanishes, and we must solve the
integral (13b) instead of (13a) for d = 2. This is more
cumbersome, because in the denominator of the second
part of the integrand q2x−q2y rather than just qx enters the
equation. Hence, in the following we will only present our
calculations for γkA(T ) in a very concise way and refer
the reader to Appendix E for more details. In particu-
lar, we will focus here on highlighting the differences to
the results for the nodal point. By calculating the inte-
gral in Eq. (13a) for γkA(T ), one obtains the following
expression (we neglect again any regular parts):
γkA(T )
∼=CkATξ2(T )
 log [bkA(T )]√
b2kA(T ) + 1
−bkA(T )
pi
∫ pi
0
dφ
log|cosϕ|
b2kA(T ) + cos
2(ϕ)
]
, (18)
where bkA(T ) is given as
bkA(T ) = Γ(T )ξ
2(T )mkA . (19)
Note that in contrast to the nodal point in Eq. (16) ξ(T )
appears squared in the corresponding definition for bkA .
Let us again analyze the two different limiting cases for
bkA(T ): First, if Γ(T ) ≡ 0 and, hence, bkA(T ) = 0, we
obtain an exponential growth of γkA(T ) proportional to
ξ2(T ) except for a diverging logarithm log(0) [which will
in general be cut off by Γ(T )]. This coincides exactly with
the results found in TPSC31. Hence, when neglecting the
DMFT scattering factor, γkA(T ) ∼ ξ2(T ) diverges much
faster than γkN (T ) ∼ ξ(T ) with decreasing temperature.
On the contrary, for Γ(T ) > 0 which implies bkA(T )≫ 1
at low temperatures, we observe a cancellation of the con-
tribution proportional ξ2(T ) in Eq. (18). The explicit
evaluation of Eq. (18) for bkA ≫ 1 indeed shows that
the result for temperature dependence of γkA(T ) is com-
pletely equivalent to the corresponding expression for the
nodal point in the second line of Eq. (17a), except for a
different prefactor. Thus, the very same fitting expres-
sion can be exploited for γkN (T ) and γkA(T ). The upper
panel in Fig. 3 shows that this fitting function describes
well our numerical data for γkA(T ). A corresponding
analysis for the much more complicated αkA(T ) leads
to the analogous results, that its T -dependence has the
same form as for the nodal point (for more details see
Appendix E). Hence, we draw the following conclusions:
While for Γ(T ) = 0 there is a qualitative difference in
the temperature behavior of the low energy coefficients
γk(T ) and αk(T ) for different k points
31 we find that the
introduction of a finite Γ(T ) significantly reduces this dif-
ference. This finding, which may be of interest for future
studies of the separability77 of the temporal and spatial
correlations in low dimensions, is consistent with the fact
that, to some extent, local correlations reduce the non-
local features of the physics as it also happens, e.g., in
the Mott insulating phase observed at large values of the
coupling U in the Hubbard model.
Three dimensions: Let us finally discuss the results for
the coefficients γk(T ) and αk(T ) in terms of the analyt-
ical expressions obtained from Eqs. (13) for the 3d Hub-
bard model. We first note that, in this case, vk 6= 0 for
all k-point on the Fermi surface. Hence, we can stick to
Eq. (13a) for both of the two chosen points at the Fermi
surface (kN and kA, for the definition see the caption
of Fig. 4). In fact, the only difference between them
is expressed in a slightly changed Fermi velocity, i.e.,
vkA = vkN/
√
3. The explicit evaluation of the integral in
Eq. (13a) for 3d yields (see Appendix E)
γk(T ) = CkT log
 bk(T ) +
√
1 + [piξ(T )]
2
bk(T ) + 1

+Rγ(T ), (20a)
αk(T ) = AkTξ(T )
 1
bk(T ) +
√
1 + [piξ(T )]2
− 1
bk(T ) + 1
+Rα(T ),
(20b)
where bk(T ) is defined analogously to the 2d case in
Eq. (16), i.e., bk(T ) =
Γ(T )ξ(T )
vk
, and Rγ(T ) and Rα(T )
denote the regular parts of γk(T ) and αk(T ), respectively.
As in 2d, we will now analyze Eqs. (20) for two differ-
ent limiting cases: First, if we neglect the DMFT scat-
tering factor Γ(T ), we must evaluate these equations for
bk(T ) ≡ 0. Analogous to the situation in 2d, we ob-
serve also in 3d that the critical fluctuations are directly
“transferred” from the two-particle susceptibility to the
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one-particle spectral properties. Indeed, the correspond-
ing Fermi liquid parameters grow strongly when lowering
the temperature as γk(T ) ∼ log[ξ(T )] and αk(T ) ∼ ξ(T ),
eventually diverging at the transition point. Such a be-
havior has been also found in the TPSC31. On the con-
trary, in our DΓA calculations, we have a finite value
for Γ(T ). Hence, approaching the phase transition at
T = TN the quantity ξ(T )Γ(T ) ∼ ξ(T )T 2N -and accord-
ingly bk(T )- gets strongly enhanced and eventually di-
verges at T =TN . In fact, considering the limit bk(T )≫ 1
in Eqs. (20) we find for the leading contributions to γk(T )
and αk(T ):
γk(T ) ∼= C˜kT
[
log(pi)− log
(
Γ(T )
vk
+ ξ(T )−1
)]
(21a)
αk(T ) ∼= A˜kT
[
1
pi
− 1
Γ(T )
vk
+ ξ(T )−1
]
, (21b)
where we neglected the corresponding regular contribu-
tions. Note that in order to derive Eqs. (21) we have
taken into account78 that (within DMFT) Γ(T )≪ vk in
Eqs. (20).
We have then fitted our numerical data points for
γk(T ) and αk(T ) in Fig. 4 to the functions given in
Eqs. (21) (neglecting the term containing just the mo-
mentum cutoff pi) and added regular parts to the cor-
responding expressions, which have to be taken into ac-
count for the moderately high temperatures above TN .
Specifically, for γk(T ) we consider a standard Fermi liq-
uid contribution Rγ(T ) ∼ K2T 2 which is certainly orig-
inated from the regular (DMFT-like) contributions in
Eq. (10). On the other hand, for αk the corresponding
regular contribution is not known in general. However,
since αk(T ) does not vanish at T = 0 [in contrast to
γk(T )] we have simply assumed a Sommerfeld-like func-
tional form Rα(T ) ∼ K2T 2 +K3. The resulting fits are
shown by dashed lines in Fig. 4 where we have used the
corresponding fit functions for Γ(T ) and ξ(T ) given in
Ref. 38. Hence, also in the 3d case, we find a satisfactory
agreement between the numerical data and the analytic
estimate for αk(T ) and γk(T ), allowing for a transpar-
ent interpretation of our DΓA results: At high T , the
temperature behavior of γk(T ) is determined by its reg-
ular Fermi liquid part, as in DMFT, because the argu-
ment of the logarithm in Eq. (21a) is slightly smaller
than 1, i.e., Γ(T )/vk + ξ
−1(T ) ≤ 1. Upon decreas-
ing temperature the regular part of γk(T ) decreases as
T 2. Since ξ−1(T ) → 0 for T → TN also the argument
of the logarithm decreases and, hence, becomes much
lower than 1. Consequently, the logarithmic contribu-
tion − log [Γ(T )/vk + ξ−1(T )] itself increases upon low-
ering the temperature. This competition between the
regular part of γk(T ) (decreasing when lowering T ), and
the (increasing) logarithmic part of Eq. (21a) leads to the
emergence of a minimum of the scattering rate at a given
temperature T ∗ close to TN . This minimum is indeed
well visible for both k points in our numerical data in
Fig. 4. As such a nonmonotonous behavior of γk(T ) is
clearly not compatible with a Fermi liquid description of
the system we argue that antiferromagnetic fluctuations
in 3d are strong enough to destroy the Fermi liquid prop-
erties when approaching the phase transition, even if the
(metallic) quasiparticle peak remains visible in the spec-
tra. As in 2d, the effect of these nonlocal fluctuations
is, however, damped by the local scattering rate Γ(T )
of DMFT. While in 2d such a reduced effect of fluctu-
ations leads nevertheless to a non-Fermi-liquid shape of
the self-energies and the spectral function themselves, we
observe for 3d a Fermi liquid behavior for the frequency
dependence of the one-particle correlation functions for
all temperatures T > TN . This is consistent with the
fact that αk is always positive in 3d, where the contri-
bution in Eq. (21b) represents just a correction of the
regular part leading to a nonmonotonous behavior also
for αk(T ).
From a physical perspective one could summarize our
findings as follows: In 3d the effect of the nonlocal
fluctuations caused by the (diverging) correlation length
ξ(T ) on spectral properties is cut off by local correla-
tions leading to Fermi-liquid-like self-energies and spec-
tra for all T > TN . The competition between high-
temperature thermal fluctuations (which decrease with
decreasing temperature) and low-temperature antifer-
romagnetic fluctuations (which increase with decreas-
ing temperature), on the other hand, leads to non-
monotonous behavior of the temperature dependence of
γk(T ) and αk(T ) clearly indicating a break-down of the
Fermi liquid at T = T ∗ > TN (cf. also Ref. 79).
Let us finally remark, that our findings of different ef-
fects of correlations in different observables (such as here,
the T -dependence of the scattering rate γ and the corre-
lation length ξ) are of importance also beyond the specific
calculations of this work. In fact, somewhat related dif-
ferentiation effects have been observed in the most recent
transport experiments in cuprates80, where a universal
(Fermi-liquid-like) scattering rate is found at all (hole)
dopings in spite of quite diverse T behaviors of different
response functions.
C. Continuity of spectral properties at the phase
transition
The above discussions of the DΓA results raise the in-
teresting question whether the one-particle spectral prop-
erties, i.e., self-energies and spectral functions, are con-
tinuous when crossing the (here: AF) phase transition.
In the somehow “extreme” case of two dimensions the
magnetic phase transition occurs exactly at T = 0. At
this temperature the system exhibits, hence, a finite or-
der parameter (i.e., a finite staggered magnetization)
which gives rise to a (full) finite gap in the spectral func-
tion. For T > 0, in DΓA we have found a divergent
1/T 2 behavior for the electronic scattering rate γk(T ).
This leads to an opening of a perfect gap (i.e., with zero
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spectral weight) for T → 0 indicating that the spec-
tral functions of the system are indeed continuous at the
phase transition. One can, thus, state that the antiferro-
magnetic fluctuations in the paramagnetic phase above
TN = 0 prevent a discontinuity in the normal part of the
one-particle Green’s functions at the transition. This ob-
viously does not hold for the anomalous part of the one-
particle Green’s function whose (t, r) = 0 contribution
corresponds to the (AF) order parameter. The latter,
because of the Mermin-Wagner theorem, jumps abruptly
from 0 in the paramagnetic phase for T > 0 to a finite
value at T = 0.
The situation is somewhat different in three dimen-
sions, where we are dealing with a second-order phase
transition at finite T . Here, one-particle quantities such
as the order parameter itself are –per definition— contin-
uous at the transition temperature, as they are obtained
from first derivatives of the corresponding thermody-
namic potential. Consequently, we would reasonably ex-
pect that also the one-particle spectral properties exhibit
no discontinuity upon crossing TN . We recall, however,
that a static mean-field treatment of the ordered phase
(which corresponds to the infinite dimensional limit for a
classical model) leads to an abrupt opening of the (full)
gap right at the transition temperature, with a point-
like jump of the spectral function at zero frequency (i.e.,
exactly at the Fermi level). In fact, such a jump well
matches the result of a logarithmically divergent scatter-
ing rate γk(T → TN) as obtained, e.g., in the TPSC31.
This agreement is consistent with the fact that both ap-
proaches adopt a static two-particle irreducible vertex
and a noninteracting Green’s function for calculating the
magnetic susceptibilities. On the contrary, the DΓA is
based on the dynamical, i.e., frequency-dependent, ir-
reducible self-energy and vertex functions of DMFT. In
particular, the former difference w.r.t. the static mean-
field-like approaches modifies the situation qualitatively,
as it was demonstrated in the previous subsections: The
divergences of γk(T ) [and of αk(T )] at T = TN are cut off
by the finite scattering rate of DMFT, leading to a finite
weight for the spectral function at the Fermi level across
the magnetic transition. This physically more plausible
behavior is actually also consistent with DMFT calcu-
lations in the symmetry-broken phase81 where a finite
spectral weight is found at T = TN , while a full gap is
predicted only for T = 0. These findings suggest, partly
different from the situation in 2d, a continuous behavior
of both the normal and the anomalous part of the Green’s
function across the phase transition in 3d. As the 3d
physics should lie in between the 2d and the d=∞ one of
DMFT, the observed continuity of the one-particle spec-
tral properties at T = TN , as suggested by DΓA, looks to
be quite a convincing result. These findings highlight the
importance of including dynamical local correlations for
an accurate description of second order phase transitions,
also at finite temperature.
IV. DΓA AT ALL ENERGY SCALES
In this section we extend the analysis of effects origi-
nating from nonlocal fluctuations in the two- and three-
dimensional Hubbard model to all energy scales. Specif-
ically, we will consider thermodynamic observables, such
as the kinetic (Ekin) and the potential (Epot) energies,
whose values incorporate contributions from all energy
scales in the system. Let us remark that the calculation
of these energies within a given approximation scheme
might become -to a certain extent- ambiguous, as Ekin
and Epot can be expressed either in terms of one- or two-
particle quantities. While in exact as well as in approx-
imate, but two-particle self-consistent, theories both re-
sults coincide, this is not the case for the approximate
schemes applied in this paper (DMFT and ladder DΓA
for finite d) due to a lack of self-consistency at the two-
particle level. Hence, in principle, one is left with the
problem of selecting which expression for the kinetic and
potential energy, respectively, is more reliable to capture
the physics of the system.
Let us here discuss how such ambiguities occur al-
ready in DMFT when this is applied to finite d sys-
tems. To this end, we first recall that for d=∞ (where
DMFT corresponds to the exact solution of the sys-
tem) the DMFT self-consistency condition between the
momentum-summed lattice Green’s function and the im-
purity one [
∑
kG(iν,k) = G(iν)] implies automatically
the fulfillment of analogous relations at the two-particle
level, e.g., for the susceptibilities χΩr,q, i.e.,
∑
q χ
Ω
r,q=χ
Ω
r
(for a detailed discussion see Ref. 6, Sec. IV A). In this sit-
uation, provided that the numerical solution of the aux-
iliary AIM is accurate, no ambiguity can be encountered
as it is expected for an exact theory. On the contrary,
in finite spatial dimensions, where DMFT represents an
approximation, the (one-particle) self-consistency condi-
tion of DMFT does not guarantee any longer that the
corresponding relation at the two-particle level holds. In
fact, the k-summed lattice susceptibilities do in general
not coincide anymore with the corresponding local AIM
susceptibilities. Such inconsistency between the one- and
the two-particle level leads to the occurrence of ambigu-
ities in the calculations of Ekin and Epot already at the
DMFT level.
This important issue for the calculation of thermo-
dynamic observables within an approximate (not two-
particle self-consistent) theory, as well as its implications,
will be discussed in detail for both Ekin and Epot at the
beginning of the corresponding subsections.
A. Kinetic Energy
The kinetic energy is given by the expectation value of
the noninteracting part of the (here: Hubbard) Hamilto-
nian, i.e., the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (1).
Hence, in terms of the one-particle Green’s function, it
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FIG. 5. Kinetic energies for the noninteracting case (U = 0), DMFT, DΓA and the atomic limit (AL) as a function of
temperature in two (main panels) and three (insets) dimensions at half filling for different values of the interaction parameter
U = 0.75 (left panel), U = 2.0 (middle panel) and U = 4.0 (right panel).
reads
Ekin =
2
β
∑
νk
εkG(iν,k), (22)
where the factor 2 in front of this equation is due to the
two different spin components of the system. Note that
for the DΓA case the Green’s function obviously contains
the corresponding DΓA self-energy as given in Eq. (10).
At the same time, Ekin can be also obtained through
a two-particle expression, exploiting the so-called f -sum
rule [see Eq. (A25) in Ref. 31 and Eq. (33) in Sec. V].
For an approximate theory it is in general not guaranteed
that both expressions of Ekin yield the same result (i.e.,
that the f -sum rule holds), unless they are conserving in
the Baym-Kadanoff sense82–84.
While a systematic numerical study of these discrep-
ancies is not the focus of this paper, their occurrence can
inspire, nonetheless, further improvements of the ladder
DΓA algorithm, which will be presented in Sec. V. Here
we argue that, since the kinetic energy is originally de-
fined as the expectation value of a one-particle operator,
its evaluation in terms of one-particle Green’s functions
should be the most natural choice. Hence, as for the data
presented in this section, our calculations have been per-
formed by means of Eq. (22), under careful treatment
of the high-frequency tails of the Green’s functions in
the corresponding frequency sum (see Appendix G for
details). We note that this is consistent with the usual
choice made in DMFT calculations for both model and
realistic systems (e.g., DFT+DMFT85,86).
In Fig. 5 we present our kinetic energy results for three
(two) different values of U ranging from weak- to strong-
coupling in two (three) dimensions. In the leftmost panel
of Fig. 5 the temperature dependence of the kinetic en-
ergies is shown for the weak-coupling U = 0.75. Starting
with the 2d case (main panel) we observe for DMFT an
increase of |Ekin|(T ) with decreasing temperature. This
is indeed compatible with a typical Fermi liquid tempera-
ture behavior of the kinetic energy, where the (maximal)
T = 0 electronic mobility is reduced by Sommerfeld-like
T 2 corrections. In this light, it is not surprising that the
DMFT data (blue squares) for Ekin(T ) display the same
trends as the noninteracting case, only visibly renormal-
ized by the local correlations. DΓA (red circles) leads
to a further reduction of (the absolute value of) the ki-
netic energy w.r.t. DMFT. In this case, however, the cor-
responding T−dependence is also qualitatively different
from DMFT: While at higher T the DΓA curve exhibits
still an increase of |Ekin|(T ) upon lowering T , it saturates
at T ∼ 0.025 which corresponds roughly to the tempera-
ture where the system enters the 2d “critical” regime with
exponentially long-ranged antiferromagnetic fluctuations
(see previous sections and Ref. 31). Thus, the deviation
from the corresponding DMFT results grows upon de-
creasing temperature. An analogous situation is observed
in 3d (see inset in the leftmost panel of Fig. 5) where
|Ekin|(T ) is also systematically smaller in DΓA than in
DMFT for all T and their difference grows with decreas-
ing temperature (becoming particularly large when ap-
proaching the finite-temperature phase transition of the
3d system). Hence, we conclude that, at weak-coupling,
antiferromagnetic correlations as described by DΓA re-
duce (the absolute value of) the kinetic energy compared
to DMFT. This directly reflects the properties of the an-
tiferromagnetic ground state of the system in this param-
eter regime, and is also (qualitatively) consistent with the
thermodynamical properties of the underlying antiferro-
magnetic phase described by the DMFT87: In fact, at
small U , the antiferromagnetic phase of DMFT is stabi-
lized by a reduction of the potential energy in the ordered
phase, with a simultaneous increase of the kinetic energy
w.r.t. the normal paramagnetic phase. This defines the
Slater mechanism88–91 for the antiferromagnetism of the
single band Hubbard model. Our DΓA data demonstrate
that the Slater-like energetics becomes already well visi-
ble in the corresponding antiferromagnetic fluctuations of
the paramagnetic phase, i.e., for temperatures above the
actual transition temperature, as it was just briefly men-
tioned in Ref. 45 (cf. also the DCA results of Ref. 87).
Obviously, this effect is visible for 2d in a much broader
temperature regime compared than in 3d, because in 2d
the ordered phase is restricted to T = 0, but strong an-
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tiferromagnetic correlations affect a large temperature
range of the phase diagram. In 3d, instead, the major
effects of antiferromagnetic fluctuations are usually con-
fined to a narrower temperature region31,38 above the
(finite) TN .
At U = 2.0 (middle panel of Fig. 5) we observe a very
different situation. Here, the magnitude of Ekin in DMFT
and in DΓA is reversed compared to the weak-coupling
regime: |Ekin|(T ) is larger in DΓA than in DMFT for
all T considered, whereas both DΓA and DMFT exhibit
a significant enhancement of the (absolute value of the)
kinetic energy upon decreasing temperature. Again an
improved understanding of this behavior is obtained re-
lating these results to corresponding DMFT data for the
antiferromagnetically ordered phase87–91: At intermedi-
ate values of U , |Ekin|(T ) gets enhanced by the onset of
a symmetry-broken phase in DMFT. Hence, for such val-
ues of U , the kinetic energy starts helping to stabilize
the AF ordered phase, differently than at weak coupling:
This represents a first precursor of the Heisenberg mech-
anism for stabilizing the AF phase, where the order is
set among already preformed local magnetic moments.
Significantly, the change in nature of the underlying AF
state, is well reflected by our DΓA data, where antiferro-
magnetic fluctuations in the paramagnetic phase enhance
|Ekin| compared to DMFT.
Let us point the attention to another very interesting
feature of the kinetic energies at U = 2.0: While for
U = 0.75 and U = 4.0 the difference between the DMFT
and the DΓA results increases with decreasing temper-
ature, the situation is reversed for the U = 2.0, where
such difference gets smaller. This reversed trend actu-
ally reflects the intermediate coupling nature of U = 2.0,
where the DMFT low-T metallic increase of |Ekin|(T )
coexists (and competes) with an already Heisenberg-like
increase driven by the nonlocal AF fluctuations in DΓA.
The twofold aspect of the intermediate coupling fluctua-
tions will be discussed in more detail in Sec. IVB.
Finally, for U = 4.0 (right panel of Fig. 5) we observe
a typical strong coupling scenario: In 2d the kinetic en-
ergy of DMFT is very small and almost temperature in-
dependent: In the local moment regime almost no hop-
ping of electrons occurs at temperatures scales smaller
than the Hubbard interaction. This is nicely exempli-
fied by comparing the DMFT curve with the one for
the atomic limit U → ∞ (AL in Fig. 5) for which in
Eq. (22) the DMFT self-energy has been replaced by the
corresponding expression for the atomic limit (see next
section and Appendix F 1 for more details): In the AL,
we observe a very similar behavior as in DMFT except
for even stronger suppression of the electron mobility.
The similarity between the DMFT and the AL results,
hence, indicates the almost atomiclike nature of the sys-
tem within DMFT. The DΓA data, instead, exhibit sig-
nificantly larger values for |Ekin|(T ) than in DMFT at all
considered temperatures. Moreover, the corresponding
difference is enhanced upon decreasing temperature as
antiferromagnetic fluctuations grow stronger. This sce-
nario is a hallmark of a pure Heisenberg-like nature of
the related antiferromagnetic phase at T =0, which be-
comes, once again, visible already in the corresponding
fluctuations in the paramagnetic phase. Similar conclu-
sions can be drawn in 3d (inset in the right panel of Fig.
5) although the effect is -as expected- less pronounced
compared to 2d, due to the reduction of the impact of
spatial fluctuations in higher dimensions.
B. Energy distribution function
An improved understanding of our results for the ki-
netic energy can be gained by analyzing the energy dis-
tribution function n(ε). This is defined as:
n(ε) =
∑
k
nkδ(ε− εk) = 2
β
∑
νk
δ(ε− εk)G(ν,k), (23)
where nk is the occupation of the single-particle momen-
tum eigenstate with the energy εk of the correspond-
ing noninteracting system and the factor 2 accounts for
the two spin-projections. n(ε) fulfills of course the sum
rule
∫ +∞
−∞
dε n(ε) = n. Note that for the noninter-
acting case n(ε) coincides with the k-integrated (and
spin-summed) spectral function n(ε) = 2f(ε)D(ε) where
f(ε) = (1 + eβε)−1 is the Fermi function and D(ε) =∑
k δ(ε−εk) is the DOS of the noninteracting system. We
recall that this equivalence is no longer true for interact-
ing electrons: Here the spectral function A(ω) describes
the redistribution of the original single particle excita-
tion energies of the noninteracting system due to elec-
tronic scattering. At strong coupling this leads, among
other features, to Hubbard bands at much higher ener-
gies than the upper edge of the noninteracting DOS. n(ε),
on the other hand, describes the correlated state of the
system for U > 0 solely in terms of a redistribution of
the occupation of the original single-electron eigenstates
εk. Hence, while A(ω) can be directly measured in di-
rect/inverse photoemission experiments n(ε) can be only
extracted from the latter by means of Eq. (23). Neverthe-
less, n(ε) helps considerably in gaining a more profound
understanding of our kinetic energy results, since the lat-
ter can be also written as
Ekin =
+∞∫
−∞
dε ε n(ε). (24)
In this way n(ε) allows for an identification of the energy
scale(s) from which the differences between the kinetic
energies of DΓA and DMFT originate and, hence, for a
transparent physical description of the energy-scale se-
lective effects of spatial correlations on the energetics of
the correlated electron system.
In the upper panel of Fig. 6 the energy distribution
n(ε) for 2d, U = 0.75 and β = 80 obtained by DΓA is
compared to the DMFT results, the noninteracting case
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FIG. 6. Energy distributions n(ε) for the 2d Hubbard model
at three different values of the interaction parameter U for the
lowest considered temperature (β = 80). In the insets the dif-
ference ∆(ε) between the energy distributions of DMFT and
DΓA as well as the contribution ε∆(ε) to the corresponding
difference of the kinetic energies are shown.
U = 0 and the corresponding DOS. First, we observe a
spectral weight shift from negative to positive energies
around the Fermi level between DMFT and the nonin-
teracting case. The distribution function n(ε) of DMFT,
however, still exhibits a very pronounced decrease (which
will eventually turn into a discontinuity, i.e., a jump, at
T = 0) at the Fermi level, consistent with the presence
of a well-defined Fermi surface92 in the DMFT data.
The DΓA results show an additional shift of weight in
n(ε) from negative to positive ε w.r.t. DMFT. At the
small value of U considered here, this shift affects only
a small energy region around the Fermi energy ε = 0
(see inset). Hence, the reduction of the electronic mo-
bility (i.e., |Ekin|) due to spatial correlations (difference
between DMFT and DΓA) observed at weak-coupling is
realized entirely through a shift of weight in nDΓA(ε) in
a narrow energy window close to the Fermi level (i.e., for
|ε| ≪ 1) w.r.t nDMFT(ε).
In the middle panel of Fig. 6 we perform a similar com-
parison in the intermediate coupling regime, i.e., U = 2.0.
As expected for this value of the interaction, both the
DΓA and DMFT curves deviate significantly from the
noninteracting one. As for the difference between DΓA
and DMFT (inset), we observe an interesting coexistence
of opposite trends, depending on the energy scale consid-
ered: (i) At large energies, for |ε| ≫ 0, a shift of weight in
nDΓA(ε) w.r.t. nDMFT(ε) from positive to negative ε takes
place. At the same time, (ii) at the Fermi level, i.e., for
low values of |ε| ∼ 0, an opposite shift of weight from neg-
ative to positive energies occurs. The latter trend is sim-
ilar to the (weak-coupling) one found at U = 0.75. This
means that, at intermediate coupling, the effect of nonlo-
cal correlations has a twofold nature: Spatial correlations
simply reduce the mobility of the electrons at the Fermi
level, while -at the same time- they induce an enhanced
occupation of large-energy one-particle states well inside
the Fermi surface. The latter, broader energy scales af-
fected by the fluctuations might be associated to the for-
mation of coherent spin-polaron excitations90,93 typical
of Heisenberg antiferromagnets, which involve electronic
states at all ε. In DΓA, their presence can be detected,
indirectly, also in the paramagnetic phase. Hence, from
the opposite trends in the weight shifts in n(ε), a com-
pensation between overall gains and losses in the kinetic
energy is induced94, when the energetics of spatial corre-
lations in DΓA and/or the underlying long-range (antifer-
romagnetically) ordered ground state are considered. We
should also note that for the highest temperature data
presented in Fig. 7 the change of n(ε) around ε=0 dis-
appears. This can be understood by the fact that within
DMFT at higher T the system enters in the so-called
crossover regime between the metallic and the insulating
phase, where the spectral weight at the Fermi level is
already strongly suppressed by purely local correlations.
Hence no particular kinetic energy loss of mobility can
affect the (already incoherent) Fermi-surface electrons.
In the strong coupling limit (U = 4.0, lowest panel in
Fig. 6) we observe the same situation as for U = 2.0,
β = 31.4, albeit the gain of n(ε) for −1 ≤ ε < 0
in DΓA w.r.t. DMFT gets much more pronounced.
This is the origin of the enhanced |Ekin| of DΓA w.r.t.
DMFT, demonstrating the clear-cut Heisenberg-type na-
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FIG. 7. Same as in the middle panel of Fig. 6, but for β =
31.4.
ture of the nonlocal antiferromagnetic fluctuations in this
regime.
The above discussion also demonstrates how n(ε)
marks a fundamental difference between the low-T anti-
ferromagnetic gap at small U and the large-U Mott gap
of the 2d system.
In the former situation the spectral weight is sup-
pressed by nonlocal fluctuations only in a tiny region
around the Fermi energy. Indeed, at weak coupling,
our DΓA results for the spectral functions exhibit sharp
peaks at ω = εk for k vectors away from the Fermi sur-
face, while the ω = εkF = 0 spectral weight is clearly
reduced by antiferromagnetic fluctuations w.r.t. DMFT
(see, e.g., third rows of Figs. 2 and 13). This behav-
ior is reflected in n(ε) which deviates between DMFT
and DΓA only in a small region around ε = 0. Upon
lowering the temperature, we have verified by our DΓA
data that just the depth of the dip in the spectral func-
tion, but not its extension in the k space, increases.
Consistently, only the difference between nDΓA(ε) and
nDMFT(ε) [or nU=0(ε)] gets enhanced for |ε| ≪ 1 but not
the ε-region, where such a difference is observed. This
behavior can be further interpreted in terms of a spin-
fermion model55, where the effective interaction between
the electrons is governed by the spin fluctuations, i.e.,
Uωeff,q ∼ U2γνωm,qχωm,q. As the effective interaction be-
tween the particles is strongly q (and ω) dependent, with
a maximum at q equal to the nesting vector of the non-
interacting Fermi surface and ω=0, the effect of Ueff will
be particularly strong only at the Fermi level.
On the contrary, the progressive suppression of co-
herent spectral weight at strong coupling can be at-
tributed to a strong enhancement of the effective inter-
action Uωeff ∼ U2γνωm χωm which is (within DMFT) mainly
governed by the purely local spin susceptibility χωm. In
fact, in this case, mainly k-independent local fluctuations
prevail, which are typically well captured by the local self-
energy of DMFT. Indeed, when U becomes of the order
of the bandwidth of the system, i.e., upon approaching
the Mott transition of DMFT where χω=0m diverges (for
T = 0), a spectral gap at ω = εk opens at all k points
in the Brillouin zone. This situation is well reflected by
the difference of n(ε) in DMFT and DΓA w.r.t. to the
noninteracting case which appears at all values of ε in
the strong coupling regime (see lowest panel of Fig. 6).
Let us finally turn our attention to another pertinent
observation: For U = 4.0, n(ε) of both DΓA and DMFT
is almost identical to the corresponding distribution func-
tion obtained from the self-energy of the atomic limit
(AL) which reads (at half filling)
Σ(iν) =
U2
4iν
+
Un
2
. (25)
Moreover, nAL(ε) has a very similar shape as the nonin-
teracting DOS (lower panel of Fig. 6). A corresponding
calculation can be performed analytically (see Appendix
F 1) and yields (for T = 0):
nAL(ε) = D(ε)
[
1− ε√
U2 + ε2
]
, (26)
where D(ε) denotes the noninteracting DOS of the sys-
tem. Hence, for U → ∞ the energy distribution of the
electrons indeed coincides exactly with the DOS. This ob-
servation allows for a “complementary” interpretation of
the insulating Mott phase of the strong-coupling regime,
in terms of the occupation of the noninteracting single-
particle energy-levels. For U = 0, we are dealing with a
filled Fermi sea (for T = 0): n(ε) = 2D(ε)θ(−ε), i.e., all
single-particle energy states with ε ≤ 0 are doubly occu-
pied (by one ↑ and one ↓ electron). Upon increasing the
interaction U , electrons are gradually shifted from these
negative energy-states to corresponding eigenstates with
positive energies until at U =∞ all possible original one-
particle states are occupied, consistent with n(ε) = D(ε).
This is reflected in a corresponding change of the degen-
eracy (and, hence, the entropy) of the system: At U = 0
the ground state is nondegenerate as all negative energy
eigenstates are doubly occupied by one ↑ and one ↓ elec-
tron. Upon shifting electron to positive energy-states
one has the freedom to shift an ↑ or ↓ electron. Hence,
the number of available states for ε > 0 increases un-
til n(ε) = D(ε). This corresponds to the well-known
(DMFT) entropy/site of log(2) in the Mott-insulating
phase of the system. Note that, while conventionally this
log(2) refers to the possible spin projections at a given
lattice site in real space, here we observe this degeneracy
for the different k states of the system. This degeneracy
in k, however, corresponds to the possibility of forming
linear combinations of (momentum) states that are local-
ized in real space. Indeed, for U ≫ 0 the system forms
linear combinations that avoid any double occupations
(e.g., resonating valence bond states95) while for U ≪ 0
(attractive Hubbard model) the system would build lin-
ear combinations of k states which comprise only doubly
or not occupied sites. These considerations provide a
somewhat alternative view on the Mott insulating phase,
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from a k space rather than a real space perspective, and
are perfectly reflected in our numerical (and analytical)
results for n(ε) at strong coupling. In such a perspec-
tive, this view could be exploited as a basis to interpret
the corrections of nonlocal correlations to the purely lo-
cal physics of DMFT at strong coupling, as the latter
provides an accurate, but not exact, description of the
Mott-Hubbard insulating state in terms of high entropy
ground states.
Let us finally mention that a similar analysis of the
energy distribution function has been also performed for
three dimensions. However, since the results are quali-
tatively analogous to the corresponding two-dimensional
ones we refer the interested reader to Appendix F 2 for
the corresponding numerical data.
C. Potential Energy
The potential energy of the system is given by the ex-
pectation value of the interacting part of the Hubbard
Hamiltonian [second term on the right hand side of Eq.
(1)]. Hence, in terms of two-particle Green’s functions
-or, more precisely, physical susceptibilities- it reads:
Epot =
U
β
∑
Ωq
χΩ↑↓,q + U
(n
2
)2
, (27)
where n denotes the number of particles and χΩ↑↓,q is the
physical susceptibility of the system in the ↑↓ spin sector.
At the same time, according to the EOM, Epot can be
expressed only by means of one-particle quantities as
Epot =
1
β
∑
νk
G(ν,k)Σ(ν,k), (28)
which gives rise to an analogous ambiguity as for the
calculation of the kinetic energy (cf. Sec. IVA).
For the kinetic energy we argued that as Ekin corre-
sponds to a one-particle operator, it is natural to calcu-
late it from one- rather than two-particle Green’s func-
tions. Consistent with this argument, one should evalu-
ate the potential energy, which corresponds to the expec-
tation value of a two-particle operator, from two-particle
Green’s functions68, i.e., from Eq. (27). For DMFT, how-
ever, this leads to the following problem: The ↑↓ suscep-
tibility can be expressed through the charge and spin sus-
ceptibilities, respectively, χΩ↑↓,q = 1/2(χ
Ω
d,q−χΩm,q) where
for DMFT χΩd/m,q is obtained from the charge/spin lad-
der (Bethe-Salpeter equation) in Eq. (3). The DMFT
spin susceptibility χΩm,q, however, diverges at the (rather
high) DMFT transition temperature to the antiferromag-
netically ordered phase and eventually becomes negative
-and, hence, unphysical- below that temperature. This
renders a calculation of Epot via Eq. (27) highly ques-
tionable in large parameter regions. Maybe also for this
reason, the typical evaluation of the potential energy in
DMFT, and DFT+DMFT85,96, is performed by means
of the one-particle expression of Eq. (28). The latter
is algorithmically quite straightforward, because this ex-
pression, within the DMFT self-consistency, formally co-
incides with the double occupancy of the impurity site
(multiplied by U) in the auxiliary AIM. As it was re-
cently observed68, on the other hand, in situations (i.e.,
for T > TN ), where both procedures for evaluating Epot
in DMFT are applicable, the difference between the cor-
responding results are physically significant.
In principle, for T < TN of DMFT, one could per-
form antiferromagnetic DMFT calculations for determin-
ing the potential energy by means of Eq. (27). This, how-
ever, makes conceptually problematic a comparison with
the corresponding paramagnetic results of DΓA, needed
to identify the effect of nonlocal antiferromagnetic fluctu-
ations on the potential energy in the paramagnetic phase.
Hence, in the following, we will exploit the standard “one-
particle” expression, Eq. (28), rather than Eq. (27), for
the determination of the potential energy. This allows
for a paramagnetic calculation of Epot in DMFT down
to (the lower) TN of DΓA. Obviously, we should keep in
mind the occurrence of possible inconsistencies68, whose
importance and consequences we will address in more
detail at the end of this and in the next section.
In the leftmost panel of Fig. 8 we compare the po-
tential energies of DMFT and DΓA for U = 0.75 for
2d (main panel) and 3d (inset), respectively. First of
all, one observes that the potential energy of DΓA is
clearly reduced w.r.t. the DMFT result. Moreover, for
DMFT we observe the typical Fermi-liquid like increase
of the potential energy with decreasing temperature as
the weakly coupled system gets more coherent at lower
temperatures. In DΓA, on the other hand, we see the
opposite behavior, i.e., Epot decreases with decreasing T
enhancing, hence, the difference between Epot of DMFT
and DΓA upon lowering T . This is indeed consistent with
the fact that the (underlying) antiferromagnetic phase at
weak coupling is stabilized by a decrease of potential en-
ergy w.r.t. to the paramagnetic phase88–90, while the ki-
netic energy is enhanced in the symmetry broken regime
(see Sec. IVA). Let us stress that this (Slater-like) mech-
anism is well reflected by our DΓA data for Epot already
above the transition temperature, i.e., in the paramag-
netic phase, similarly as our results for Ekin in the same
parameter regime.
At an intermediate coupling of U = 2.0 (middle panel
of Fig. 8) Epot of DΓA is still lower than the corre-
sponding DMFT value for all temperatures. Taking into
account the enhanced |Ekin| in DΓA w.r.t. DMFT (see
Sec. IVA) this is physically consistent with the fact
that at this value of U the ordered phase is stabilized
by an decrease of both, the kinetic and the potential
energy88–91. We emphasize, once again, that the en-
ergy balance between paramagnetic and antiferromag-
netically ordered phase appears already encoded in the
corresponding nonlocal fluctuations above the transition
temperature as it is indicated by our DΓA results. At
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FIG. 8. Potential energy of the half-filled Hubbard model computed in DMFT, DΓA, and the atomic limit (AL) as a function
of temperature in two (main panels) and three (insets) dimensions for different values of the interaction parameter U = 0.75
(left panel), U = 2.0 (middle panel), and U = 4.0 (right panel).
the same time, we also observe for DΓA an increase of
Epot with decreasing temperature in contrast to the sit-
uation at weak coupling (U = 0.75). This indicates that
the corresponding antiferromagnetic fluctuations are not
any more purely Slater-like (as also suggested by the in-
crease of |Ekin| of DΓA w.r.t. to DMFT) but already dis-
play the first strong-coupling (Heisenberg like) features
at U = 2.0. Our DΓA results, hence, perfectly reflect
the intermediate-coupling nature of the Hubbard model
at U = 2.0 in the paramagnetic phase.
According to the discussion above we would expect at
the higher value of U = 4.0 a typical strong coupling sit-
uation where Epot of DΓA is enhanced w.r.t. DMFT and
increases upon decreasing temperature. However, while
for Ekin we indeed observed the typical strong coupling
behavior in our DΓA data (see Sec. IVA), DΓA clearly
shows the opposite trend for Epot (see rightmost panel of
Fig. 8): The potential energy of DΓA is reduced w.r.t.
to DMFT and decreases upon decreasing temperature.
While the second unexpected behavior at low T might
be still due to numerical inaccuracies related to the very
small values of Epot at U = 4.0, we attribute the first
one to the ambiguities in the calculation of the potential
energy discussed at the beginning of this section.
As demonstrated in Ref. 68, the potential energy ob-
tained from Eq. (28) in DMFT becomes higher than the
corresponding one obtained with methods including non-
local correlations beyond DMFT in the strong-coupling
regime. Hence, the authors of Ref. 68 logically sug-
gest that the comparison should be better made with
the corresponding DMFT double occupancy obtained
from Eq. (27), which yields the more physically plausible
results of an enhancement79 of double occupancies (in
DΓA) due to Heisenberg-like nonlocal AF fluctuations.
While such considerations need certainly to be care-
fully taken into account in all future DMFT and real-
istic/ab initio DFT+DMFT85,86 studies where the total
energy is computed (e.g., for structure optimization, de-
termination of competing phases, etc.) in our case, evi-
dently, the option of using Eq. (27) is not viable, because
we are below the transition temperature of DMFT, which
renders -as discussed above- the corresponding DMFT
susceptibility unstable.
However, we want to point out here, that, even if we
restricted ourselves to temperatures above TN of DMFT,
where Eq. (27) is still applicable, we would get unphysical
trends, although in a different parameter regime. In fact,
since above the TN of DMFT χm of DΓA is reduced w.r.t.
the corresponding DMFT value by the λ corrections, we
would observe, at all values of U , an enhanced potential
energy in DΓA compared to DMFT. While this restores
the physically correct trend at strong coupling, unfortu-
nately, the very same trend would be now observed also
at weak coupling, where it is not physically consistent.
In other words, the trends for Epot shown above for the
calculation with Eq. (28) would be just reversed if we
adopted Eq. (27) for the determination of the potential
energy in DMFT and DΓA, moving the problematic com-
parison from strong- to weak-coupling.
These new observations might actually suggest novel
possible strategies for future improvements of the algo-
rithmic schemes used. For the specific case of the lad-
der DΓA with Moriya λ corrections, the results for Epot
may be improved, if we take into account, in a fully
two-particle consistent way, such corrections also for the
charge fluctuations, since they are most likely underes-
timated by the DMFT ladder in Eq. (3). This would
lead, e.g., to a correction of the above mentioned spuri-
ous “hierarchy” of the potential energies between DMFT
and DΓA at weak coupling, when exploiting Eq. (27)
for the calculations. The algorithmic implementation of
new schemes goes evidently beyond the scope of this pa-
per. Nonetheless, in the next section we will sketch new
ideas for improving the λ corrections of the ladder DΓA,
whose general features might be of interest also for other
diagrammatic extensions of DMFT, based on ladder re-
summations.
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V. TOWARDS AN IMPROVED VERSION OF
LADDER DΓA
In this section, inspired by the inconsistencies in the
determination of the kinetic and the potential energy in
DMFT and its extensions (see previous section), we pro-
pose an improvement of the state-of-the-art ladder DΓA
algorithm, overcoming these ambiguities. In particular,
a thorough analysis of the intrinsic sources of inconsis-
tencies in approximated many-body treatments will nat-
urally suggest the conditions which need to be enforced.
We stress here, that while the algorithmic modifications
proposed in this section are thought to be specifically
applicable to future calculations within the ladder DΓA
scheme, the underlying concepts might be inspiring also
for further developments of other quantum many-body
approaches based on DMFT and its extensions. As for
our specific case, we recall that the λ corrections of ladder
DΓA have been originally introduced55 in order to cor-
rect the spurious 1/iν-asymptotic behavior of the ladder
DΓA self-energy Σlad(iν,k). As discussed in Sec. II and
Appendix A, this is equivalent to the fulfillment of the
sum rule
1
β
∑
Ωq
χλ=λm,Ω↑↑,q =
1
β
∑
Ωq
1
2
[
χΩd,q + χ
λm,Ω
m,q
] ≡ n
2
(
1− n
2
)
,
(29)
for the ↑↑ susceptibility χΩ↑↑,q [see Eq. (A3)]. Let us stress
that Eq. (29) is always fulfilled for the purely local DMFT
susceptibilities (i.e., for those of the auxiliary AIM).
A corresponding summation over the ↑↓ susceptibility
is related to the double occupancy of the system [c.f. Eq.
(27)], i.e.,
1
β
∑
Ωq
χλ,Ω↑↓,q =
1
β
∑
Ωq
1
2
[
χΩd,q − χλm,Ωm,q
] ≡ 〈nˆi↑nˆi↓〉1− n2
4
.
(30)
As discussed in the previous section [see Eq. (28)], the
double occupancy of the system can be also calculated
solely in terms of one-particle quantities:
1
Uβ
∑
νk
G(iν,k)Σ(iν,k) = 〈nˆi↑nˆi↓〉2, (31)
In an exact theory the double occupations obtained in the
two different ways of course coincide, i.e., 〈nˆi↑nˆi↓〉1 ≡
〈nˆi↑nˆi↓〉2. While this relation also holds for the full
(parquet-based) DΓA, it is in general not fulfilled in
the ladder version of DΓA. In fact, taking into account
renormalization effects only for the spin susceptibility by
adopting a single parameter λ = λm allows only for fix-
ing one sum rule. This is, in the case of the state-of-
the-art ladder-DΓA, the one for χ↑↑ [see Eq. (29)], which
corresponds to fix the charge density at the two-particle
level. Hence, in order to render the double occupancies
(and, accordingly, the potential energies) calculated at
the one- and the two-particle level equal, we have to in-
troduce another degree of freedom. Since in ladder DΓA
also the charge susceptibility is treated in a not (two-
particle) self-consistent way, it is reasonable to apply a λ
correction also to this response function in order to take
into account corresponding nonlocal renormalization ef-
fects beyond DMFT. A new Moriya-corrections parame-
ter λd can be thus introduced to the corresponding charge
susceptibility in the same way as for the spin channel
[Eq. (A5)]. Taking into account, in addition, a chemical
potential µ to fix the charge density of the system at the
one-particle level, we eventually obtain the following sys-
tem of three equations for determining, unambiguously,
λd, λm, and µ:
1
β
∑
Ωq
1
2
(
χλd,Ωd,q + χ
λm,Ω
m,q
)
=
n
2
(
1− n
2
)
(32a)
1
Uβ
∑
νk
Gλµ(iν,k)Σ
λ(iν,k)
=
1
β
∑
Ωq
1
2
(
χλd,Ωd,q − χλm,Ωm,q
)
+
n2
4
(32b)
1
β
∑
νk
Gλµ(iν,k) = n, (32c)
where Gλµ(ν,k) =
[
iν + µ− εk − Σλ(ν,k)
]−1
and Σλ de-
notes the ladder DΓA self-energy obtained from Eq. (10)
where both χd and χm are replaced by their λ-corrected
counterparts. Note that if the µ is strongly altered com-
pared to its DMFT value, an “outer” self-consistency
likely needs to be performed in our calculations, because
the local AIM should be readapted to the local part of
the ladder DΓA Green’s function.
It is obvious that the λ corrections introduced by
Eqs. (32) avoid -per construction- the ambiguity in the
calculation of Epot, since the accordance of this observ-
able calculated from one- and two-particle quantities is
enforced by Eq. (32b).
It is worth noticing that the proposed scheme follows,
to some extent, the ideas of the TPSC approach for the
Hubbard model31,97. There, RPA ladders have been con-
structed with different values Ud and Um in the charge
and spin channels, respectively. The free parameters Ud
and Um of the TPSC calculations are in fact determined
by requiring consistency between the one- and the two-
particle level. In this perspective, this theory might be
seen as the limiting case of the ladder DΓA approach with
the newly proposed λ corrections for irreducible vertices
Γνν
′ω
r → Ur and the DMFT scattering factor Γ → 0.
Hence, one would expect that both theories lead to sim-
ilar results in the weak-to-intermediate coupling regime,
while the DΓA is applicable also at strong coupling. How-
ever, despite the formal similarity, the newly proposed
λ-correction scheme for DΓA will modify the results for
the one-particle spectral functions w.r.t. TPSC also in
the weak-coupling regime. This is due to the presence of
a finite quasiparticle scattering rate, as we have discussed
in Sec. III B.
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Let us finally address the problem of the consistent
treatment of the kinetic energy within DΓA. As already
mentioned at the beginning of Sec. IVA, Ekin can be
obtained also from two-particle quantities by means of
the so-called f -sum rule31:
lim
η→0
1
β
∑
Ω
(
eiΩη − e−iΩη) iΩ χΩd/m,q
=
2
β
∑
νk
(εk+q + εk−q − 2εk)G(ν,k). (33)
In fact, one can immediately see that summing Eq. (33)
over q yields twice the negative value of the kinetic en-
ergy on its r.h.s. as the terms proportional to
∑
q εk±q
vanish. This, hence, allows us to calculate Ekin purely
from either the charge or the spin susceptibility by just
summing the left hand side of this equation over q. In
general, this will yield a different result for the kinetic
energy as that obtained from Eq. (22) in Sec. IVA for
DΓA. We may be actually able to sidestep this ambiguity
by introducing q-dependent λ corrections λq, determined
by the fulfillment of the f -sum rule in Eq. (33). Specif-
ically, we can introduce parameters λd,q and λm,q into
χΩd,q and χ
Ω
m,q [see Eq. (A5)] and determine their values
(for each single q) by Eq. (33). Let us note that this mod-
ification would lead to a strongly coupled set of nonlinear
self-consistent equations for λd,q and λm,q. In fact, the
self-energy Σλq(ν,k), which enters in the Green’s func-
tion on the r.h.s. of Eq. (33), would depend on the values
of the λ’s at all momenta q, since it should be calculated
from the DΓA Eq. (10) including, in turn, a q sum over
the λq-corrected susceptibilities χ
λd,q,Ω
d,q and χ
λm,q,Ω
m,q . Let
us finally recall that the f -sum rule is automatically ful-
filled in any conserving82,83 approximation in the Baym-
Kadanoff sense.
A crucial question would be now whether it is possible
to enforce Eqs. (32) and Eq. (33) at the same time, or
if -within the ladder DΓA- one should, instead, stick to
a self-consistent treatment of either the potential or the
kinetic energy. In this respect, we note that the contribu-
tion of χΩd/m,q to the frequency sum on the left hand side
of Eq. (33) vanishes for Ω ≡ 0. Hence, one can modify the
values of λd/m,q only for Ω = 0 by adding a correspond-
ing q-independent constant λd/m as in Eqs. (32) without
violating the validity of the sum rule. This would yield
eventually an Ω- and q-dependent Moriya λ correction:
λΩr,q = λr,q + δΩ0λr, (34)
where r = d,m. The parameters λΩr,q can now be deter-
mined by the Eqs. (32) and Eq. (33) which indeed render
both the kinetic and the potential energy consistent at
the one- and the two-particle level. From a physical per-
spective the ansatz for the new λ-correction scheme in
Eq. (34) is well justified for T > 0 where classical (Ω=0)
fluctuations are dominating. Hence, the discontinuity of
λΩr,q reflects to some extent the corresponding sharp in-
crease of the physical observables, i.e., in the physical
susceptibilities at Ω=0. To which extent, however, these
improved schemes are applicable for describing quantum
fluctuations at T = 0 remains an open question.
We should also note that the above introduced
momentum-dependent λ-correction scheme is in some
sense complementary to the dual boson method, where
the local retarded interaction (ΛΩ) can be interpreted as
a frequency-dependent λ correction of the corresponding
bosonic propagator67. Let us, however, stress that in the
latter approach the quantity ΛΩ is determined by relating
the susceptibility to the corresponding one of an auxil-
iary AIM [see Eq. (36) in Ref. 67], while in our case it
could be fixed by using only consistency conditions be-
tween one- and two-particle observables of the physical
system.
We should point out that the above defined q-
dependent λ-correction scheme might also overcome the
problem of the analyticity violation of the imaginary part
of the ladder-DΓA self-energy for k points far away from
the Fermi surface which has been recently reported in
Ref. 59. In fact, as it has been argued there, that the
state-of-the-art (q-independent) λ corrections work more
accurately for k points at the Fermi surface, correspond-
ing (in our case) to the q = Π contribution of the sus-
ceptibilities, but are too large for k vectors far away from
the Fermi surface (related to q ∼ Π/2).
Let us finally state that the above introduced λ correc-
tions allow also for a correction of the anomalous critical
exponent η within the ladder DΓA scheme, which was
previously frozen to its mean-field value (η = 0). In
fact, while the q-independent part of λΩr,q accounts for
the modification of the mean field value of the critical
exponent ν (or γ, see Appendix A) the q-dependent part
can modify the functional form of the q dependence of
Eq. (D1) and, thus, the critical exponent η.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have analyzed by means of the dy-
namical vertex approximation (and its comparison with
DMFT) how nonlocal correlations selectively affect the
physics of the two- and three-dimensional (unfrustrated)
Hubbard model on different energy scales, over the whole
phase diagram. Specifically, we found that, at low en-
ergies close to the Fermi level, antiferromagnetic fluc-
tuations give rise to a strong suppression of spectral
weight, reflected in an enhanced DΓA quasiparticle scat-
tering rate w.r.t. DMFT. This effect disfigures the typi-
cal Fermi-liquid temperature-dependencies of the physi-
cal quantities in a much broader T regime than the one,
where coherent quasiparticle excitations are eventually
destroyed by the nonlocal correlations.
At the same time, the low-temperature enhancement
of the DΓA scattering rates, though significant, is weaker
than that predicted by theories based on bare Green’s
functions and frequency-independent (static) vertices,
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such as TPSC, where, e.g., in 2d the scattering rate grows
directly proportional to the correlation length of the sys-
tem: In the DΓA all temperature dependencies, are -to
some extent- mitigated by local correlation effects, i.e.,
by the finite quasiparticle scattering rate of DMFT. Such
corrections yield more physically plausible results, which
look consistent with an overall continuity of the temper-
ature evolution of the (normal part of the) spectral func-
tions across the AF phase transition, both in 3d and 2d.
Our findings are also of potential interest for the in-
terpretation of the most recent transport experiments80
on the superconducting cuprates, in that we have shown
how the very same physical mechanism (here: AF corre-
lations with extended correlation length) can manifest it-
self quite differently in different physical observables and
at different energy scales.
In the second part of the paper, we have extended our
analysis to all energy scales by calculating the energetics
of the system, resolved in its kinetic and potential coun-
terparts. In DΓA, we found a reduction/enhancement
of the electronic mobility w.r.t. DMFT due to nonlo-
cal correlations at weak/strong coupling, consistent with
the corresponding stabilization mechanism of the low-
temperature magnetic phase (Slater vs. Heisenberg). A
detailed study of the energy-distribution functions has
allowed us to identify the origin of this difference as a
loss of kinetic energy in DΓA w.r.t. DMFT around the
Fermi level at weak coupling, and a corresponding gain
at large energies, away from the Fermi level, at strong
coupling. These trends have been, thus, interpreted in
terms of a progressive destruction of low-energy coherent
excitations induced by extended AF fluctuations at weak
coupling, and of the emergence of coherent high-energy
magnetic excitations from the Mott insulating phase at
strong coupling, respectively.
However, by performing the corresponding analysis for
the potential energy (which should display a perfectly
specular behavior within this scenario) deviations from
the expected trends have been found at strong-coupling.
After a critical analysis of our results and of the energy
expressions commonly used in quantum many-body al-
gorithms, we attributed this (likely) spurious behavior of
Epot to the intrinsic ambiguity of the corresponding en-
ergy expressions. In fact, the latter –both for the kinetic
and the potential terms– can be obtained, complemen-
tarily, from one- and two-particle Greens functions.
The emergence of possible inconsistencies, recently
reported68 exclusively for the potential energy part, may
have relevant implications for all many-body approxi-
mated algorithms which require the calculation of the
total energy of the system (such as lattice optimization
within realistic DFT+DMFT calculations). The general
discussion of such implications goes obviously beyond the
scope of this paper. Nonetheless, the observation of these
inconsistencies in the specific case of our ladder DΓA cal-
culations has been already inspiring for formulating sug-
gestions of possible improvements in the state-of-the-art
DΓA algorithms: These suggestions exploit a more con-
+
(k + q)↑
k ↑ k′ ↓
(k′ + q)↓
Uδσ(−σ′) F
k1k
′q
↓↓
k′ ↓
(k′ + q) ↓
(k + q) ↑
k ↑
k1 ↓
(k1 +
q) ↓
U
FIG. 9. Diagrams for F kk
′q
↑↓ that do not depend on ν (and k).
Note that the four-vector notation k=̂(iν,k) and q=̂(iΩ,q)
has been adopted here.
sistent enforcing of the physical sum rules at the one-
and two-particle levels. Such ideas might be also of in-
terest for several quantum many-body schemes built on
ladder resummations beyond the weak-coupling regime,
like, e.g., for all the diagrammatic extensions of DMFT.
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Appendix A: Lambda corrections for the self-energy
In this section we will first discuss the 1iν -asymptotic
behavior of the self-energy Σ(iν,k) obtained by means
of the EOM (2) in the general case and then discuss the
specific situation of ladder DΓA. In order to keep the no-
tation simple we will adopt here a four-vector notation
for Matsubara frequencies and momenta: k = (iν,k) for
the fermionic case and q = (iΩ,q) for the bosonic case,
respectively. Let us start with analyzing the single con-
tributions to the self-energy according to Eq. (2) with
respect to their ν dependence:
(i) G(k + q) =
ν→∞−→ 1iν +O
[
1
(iν)2
]
: Since G(k + q) ex-
hibits already a contribution 1iν , we have to single out
terms which are constant with respect to ν in all the
remaining parts of Eq. (2) in order to get the 1iν asymp-
totics of the entire expression.
(ii) F kk
′q
↑↓ : The ν-independent contributions to the ver-
tex function are given by the diagrams shown in Fig. 9
(see also Refs. 51 and 64). Analytically, these terms can
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be written as:
F kk
′q
↑↓ ∼
U
β
∑
k1
[
G(k1)G(k1 + q)F
k1k
′q
↓↓ + βδk1k′
]
= −U
β
1
G(k′)G(k′ + q)
∑
k1
χk1k
′q
↓↓ +O
[
1
iν
]
, (A1)
where the definition of the three-frequency and three-
momentum susceptibility is analogous to the second line
of Eq. (3). Inserting this result into Eq. (2) for the self-
energy leads, at the order 1iν , to:
Σ(k) =
Un
2
+
1
iν
U2
β3
∑
k1k′q
χk1k
′q
↓↓ +O
[
1
(iν)2
]
. (A2)
For the exact χk1k
′q
↓↓ of the Hubbard model (or a related
AIM), the sum in Eq. (A2) can be evaluated analytically
and yields:
1
β3
∑
k1k′q
χk1k
′q
↓↓ = 〈n↓n↓〉−〈n↓〉〈n↓〉 =
n
2
(
1− n
2
)
. (A3)
where SU(2) symmetry (〈nˆ↑〉 = 〈nˆ↓〉 = n/2) has been
used. Equations (A2) and (A3) yield the well-known ex-
pression for the 1iν -asymptotic behavior of self-energy of
the Hubbard model98:
Σ(k) =
Un
2
+ U2
n
2
(
1− n
2
) 1
iν
+O
[
1
(iν)2
]
. (A4)
In a plain-vanilla ladder version of DΓA, we directly
obtain the susceptibility χkk
′q
r = χ
νν′ω
r,q from a ladder
consisting of local irreducible vertices Γνν
′ω
r and DMFT
Green’s functions G(iν,k) [see Eq. (3)], which actu-
ally corresponds6 to the definition of the momentum-
dependent susceptibility of DMFT. It turns out that,
in finite dimensions, where the DMFT self-consistency
is guaranteed only at the one-particle level, this suscep-
tibility violates the sum-rule (A3). This is reflected in
a corresponding violation of the 1iν -asymptotic behav-
ior of the ladder DΓA self-energy. A solution for this
problem has been successfully achieved within the lad-
der DΓA approach29,55 through the introduction of a
so-called Moriyasque λ correction65. This works as fol-
lows: The sum rule in Eq. (A3) is restored by appro-
priately correcting χkk
′q
↑↑ . Obviously, it is desirable to
apply effective corrections to physical observable quanti-
ties rather than to intermediate-step objects such as the
generalized susceptibility. To this end, one considers the
physical susceptibilities χΩr,q = (1/β
2)
∑
kk′ χ
kk′q
r rather
than the generalized ones (see also Sec. II). Here, r can
in principle refer to the spin (r = m), charge (r = d)
and particle-particle (r = pp) channel. In its original
version, which has been used for all calculations in the
present paper, the λ correction χΩr,q→χλr ,Ωr,q is performed
only for the dominating channel, which is the spin chan-
nel in the case of the half-filled Hubbard model on a
bipartite lattice in 2d and 3d. In Sec. V however, an
improved scheme of λ corrections, taking into account
also the charge channel in a self-consistent way is pro-
posed. In a plain-vanilla ladder version of DΓA, we
directly obtain the susceptibility χkk
′q
r = χ
νν′ω
r,q from a
ladder consisting of local irreducible vertices Γνν
′ω
r and
DMFT Green’s functions G(iν,k) [see Eq. (3)], which ac-
tually corresponds6 to the definition of the momentum-
dependent susceptibility of DMFT. It turns out that, in
finite dimensions, where the DMFT self-consistency is
guaranteed only at the one-particle level, this suscepti-
bility violates the sum rule (A3). This is reflected in
a corresponding violation of the 1iν -asymptotic behav-
ior of the ladder DΓA self-energy. A solution for this
problem has been successfully achieved within the lad-
der DΓA approach29,55 through the introduction of a so-
called Moriyasque λ correction65. This works as follows:
The sum rule in Eq. (A3) is restored by appropriately
correcting χkk
′q
↑↑ . Obviously, it is desirable to apply effec-
tive corrections to physical observable quantities rather
than to intermediate-step objects such as the generalized
susceptibility. To this end, one considers the physical
susceptibilities χΩr,q = (1/β
2)
∑
kk′ χ
kk′q
r rather than the
generalized ones (see also Sec. II). Here, r can in princi-
ple refer to the spin (r=m), charge (r=d) and particle-
particle (r = pp) channel. In its original version, which
has been used for all calculations in the present paper,
the λ correction χΩr,q→ χλr,Ωr,q is performed only for the
dominating channel, which is the spin channel in the case
of the half-filled Hubbard model on a bipartite lattice in
2d and 3d. In Sec. V however, an improved scheme of λ
corrections, taking into account also the charge channel
in a self-consistent way is proposed.
The explicit transformation χΩr,q → χλr ,Ωr,q is given
by55,65:[
χΩr,q
]−1 → [χΩr,q]−1 + λr = [χλr ,Ωr,q ]−1 , (A5)
where χΩr,q denotes the susceptibility obtained from the
ladder calculation in Eq. (3). Note that, in princi-
ple, the above relation can be made exact by consid-
ering a frequency- and momentum-dependent λΩr,q. In
practice, as the exact expression of λΩr,q is unknown,
approximations are needed. For instance, in the dual
boson approach67,68,99 the propagators χΩr,q are indeed
corrected by a frequency-dependent λΩ. A static, i.e.,
frequency- and momentum-independent, λ correction, on
the other hand, allows for a transparent physical inter-
pretation: Considering the Ornstein-Zernike form for the
physical (in our case spin) propagator [see Eq. (D1)] it
is obvious that the λ correction as described in Eq. (A5)
corresponds just to a renormalization of the correlation
length of the system as ξ → ξλ = (ξ−2 + Aλ)−1/2 (here-
after, we just consider the spin channel r =m and sup-
press the corresponding index). In fact, for a positive
value of λ Eq. (A5) describes an effective reduction of
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the magnetic correlation length. This corrects appropri-
ately the overestimation of TN by DMFT.
Moreover, the λ correction renders the susceptibility
χΩ=0q positive in a temperature region where DMFT has
already become thermodynamically unstable, marked by
a negative value of χΩ=0q . In this respect, the procedure
of λ corrections makes ladder DΓA applicable down to
temperatures where a value of λ can be found so that
χλ,Ωq is larger than 0 and at the same time Eq. (A3)
is fulfilled. In 2d this can be achieved down to T =0 in
accordance with the Mermin-Wagner theorem72, while in
three dimensions the Moriya corrected ladder DΓA still
finds a finite temperature phase transition albeit with a
reduced transition temperature compared to DMFT.
Appendix B: The physical meaning of the three-leg
vertex
In this Appendix, we want to study more explicitly the
diagrammatic and physical content of the three-legs ver-
tex γνΩr,q, as defined in Eq. (9). Let us stress that this ob-
ject coincides exactly with the three-legs vertex which is
naturally obtained in the TRILEX approach from a func-
tional perspective26,27. Hence, an improved understand-
ing of the general properties of this quantity is highly
interesting.
It is straightforward to demonstrate that γνΩr,q, as de-
fined by Eqs. (8) and (9), can be equivalently expressed
in the following way:
γνΩr,q =
[
χνΩ0,q
]−1 1
β
∑
ν′ χ
νν′Ω
r,q
1− UrχΩr,q
=
1− 1β
∑
ν′ F
νν′Ω
r,q χ
ν′Ω
0,q
1− UrχΩr,q
,
(B1)
which reproduces exactly the expression obtained in the
TRILEX method26,27. In the following we will decom-
pose γνΩr,q into different classes of diagrams, in order to get
a better insight into the physical content of this vertex
function. To this end we will decompose the full vertex
F νν
′Ω
r,q , which is contained in the generalized susceptibil-
ity χνν
′Ω
r,q as indicated in the second line of Eq. (3), into
three distinct diagrammatic contributions.
The first class a of diagrams for F νν
′Ω
r,q is illustrated
in Fig. 10. As one can see, the leftmost part of all such
diagrams collapses to the bare interaction Ur. This ren-
ders all diagrams of class a ν independent and, hence,
determines the asymptotic behavior of γνΩr,q with respect
to ν, similar as for the self-energy obtained from F νν
′Ω
r,q
via the EOM [see Eq. (A2)]. Analytically, the contribu-
tion of this diagram class, which will be denoted as Aνν
′Ω
r,q
in the following, reads
Aνν
′Ω
r,q = Ur −
Ur
β
∑
ν1
χν1Ω0,q F
ν1ν
′Ω
r,q . (B2)
The second class of diagrams (b) is depicted in Fig. 11.
The defining property of this class is that the correspond-
+
ν + ω
ν ν ′
ν′ + ω
Ur F ν1ν
′ω
r,q
ν ′
ν ′ + ω
ν + ω
ν
Ur
ν1
ν1 +
ω
χ
ν1ω
0,q
FIG. 10. All Feynman diagrams for F νν
′Ω
r,q of class a. Note
that this contribution to the full vertex is independent of the
fermionic frequency ν.
Bνν
′ω
r,q = + +
. . .
FIG. 11. Examples for diagrams of class b.
Cνν
′ω
r,q = +B
νν1ω
r,q, B
νν1ω
r,q
ν
1 + ω
ν1
Urχ
ν1ω
0,q
ν
1 + ω
ν1
Urχ
ν1ω
0,q F
ν2ν
′ω
r,q
ν2
ν2 +
ω
χ
ν2ω
0,q
FIG. 12. Bethe-Salpeter-like equation for constructing dia-
grams of type c.
ing diagrams are “irreducible in the interaction Ur”, i.e.,
they cannot be split into two parts by removing a bare
interaction Ur from a diagram. Furthermore, we exclude
all diagrams which are already in class a, i.e., all diagrams
whose leftmost part collapses to the bare interaction Ur.
It is clear that the sum of all such diagrams (explicitly:
Bνν
′Ω
r,q ) decays with the fermionic Matsubara frequency ν
and, hence, does not contribute to the constant asymp-
totics of the three-leg vertex γ.
The third class of diagrams (c) contains all diagrams
which are not yet considered in class a or b. Hence, these
contributions are “reducible in the interaction Ur”, and
their leftmost part does not collapse to the bare inter-
action. Similar to the concept of reducibility in terms
of Green’s functions38 such a class of diagrams Cνν
′Ω
r,q
can be expressed via the irreducible vertex Bνν
′Ω
r,q and
the full vertex F νν
′Ω
r,q by means of a Bethe-Salpeter-like
equation. This equation is depicted diagrammatically in
Fig. 12. Formally this term reads
Cνν
′Ω
r,q =
Ur
β2
∑
ν1ν2
Bνν1Ωr,q
[
−βχν1Ω0,q + χν1Ω0,q χν2ν
′Ω
0,q F
ν2ν
′Ω
r,q
]
.
(B3)
We can now proceed by inserting the three contri-
butions a, b and c to the full vertex F νν
′Ω
r,q into
Eq. (B1) for the three-leg vertex γνΩr,q. Considering that
1
β2
∑
νν′ βχ
νΩ
0,qδνν′ − χνΩ0,qF νν
′Ω
r,q χ
ν′Ω
0,q =
1
β2
∑
ν1ν2
χνν
′Ω
r,q ≡
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χΩr,q one observes that the denominator in Eq. (B1) is
canceled. Thus, the following expression for γνΩr,q remains:
γνΩr,q = 1︸︷︷︸
a
− 1
β
∑
ν′
Bνν
′Ω
r,q︸ ︷︷ ︸
b+c
. (B4)
From this equation one can infer interesting interpreta-
tions. First of all, it is clear that the three-leg vertex
approaches 1 as ν→∞ as it has been already empirically
observed in the numerical results of Ref. 55. Let us em-
phasize that this behavior can be found in the exact so-
lution as well as in the γνΩr,q constructed within the ladder
approximation of the DΓA. Moreover, the above consid-
erations show that the three-legs vertex does not contain
any physical susceptibility χΩr,q: This happens because
Bνν
′Ω
r,q is constructed as the set of diagrams which do not
collapse to a bare Ur. Instead, the physical susceptibili-
ties are built from precisely such collapsing diagrams.
This inspires the following considerations: Since the
largest nonlocal contributions to the self-energy from lad-
der DΓA are due to the susceptibilities χΩr,q (in our case
in particular the spin susceptibility χΩm,q), it can be ex-
pected that the influence of nonlocal correlations on γνΩr,q
is rather moderate. For this reason, and due to the al-
ready correct asymptotics of γνΩr,q we think that it is justi-
fied to perform λ corrections for the physical susceptibil-
ities only while the three-leg vertex remains unchanged.
Finally, the same argument can provide support of the
approximation made in TRIXLEX, i.e., to entirely ne-
glect the momentum dependence of the three-legs vertex
γ.
Appendix C: Condition for the existence of a dip in
the spectral function
In this section we provide some details about the
derivation of inequality (11) of the main text. To this
end we start from the explicit expression of the spec-
tral function A(ω,k) in terms of the retarded self-energy
Σ(ω,k) of the system:
A(ω,k) = − 1
pi
N(ω,k)
D(ω,k)
, (C1)
where
N(ω,k) = ImΣ(ω,k), (C2a)
D(ω,k) = [ω + µ− εk − ReΣ(ω,k)]2 + [ImΣ(ω,k)]2 .
(C2b)
Expanding Σ(ω,k) around ω = 0 yields for the half-filled
system (µ=U/2) for k points on the Fermi surface (εk=
0):
− µ+ReΣ(ω = 0,k) = 0 ImΣ(ω = 0,k) = −γk
(C3a)[
∂ReΣ
∂ω
]
ω=0
= −αk
[
∂ImΣ
∂ω
]
ω=0
= 0.
(C3b)
Differentiating expression (C1) once with respect to ω
at ω = 0 yields 0 when considering Eqs. (C2) and (C3).
Hence, A(ω,k) has an extremum at ω = 0. The condi-
tion that this extremum is a minimum requires the sec-
ond derivative of the spectral function being positive. A
straightforward differentiation of Eq. (C1) under consid-
eration of Eqs. (C2) and Eqs. (C3) yields relation (11).
For the spectral function at the antinodal point kA
shown in Fig. 13 this dip condition is fulfilled for β=40
while it is violated at β = 35. Hence, similar as for the
nodal point discussed in Sec. III A, in the latter case we
observe a situation where the self-energy already exhibits
non-Fermi-liquid behavior while the spectrum displays
still a peak at the Fermi level.
Appendix D: Analytical approximation for DΓA
self-energy
In this Appendix we outline explicitly the approxima-
tion steps which have been applied to the ladder-DΓA
self-energy in Eq. (10) in order to obtain the correspond-
ing simplified expressions in Eqs. (13):
(i) First of all, we neglect the part of the equation
describing charge fluctuations. This is justified since, at
half filling, spin fluctuations dominate the physics.
(ii) The three-leg vertex γνΩm,q can be replaced by a
constant, as it does not contain any spin ladders and,
hence, will not be enhanced when approaching the AF
phase transition upon lowering the temperature. This
issue and the three-leg vertex itself have been discussed
in more detail in Appendix B.
(iii) We will consider χΩm,q only at its maximal value,
which is assumed for Ω=0 and at q = Π, withΠ=(pi, pi)
in 2d and Π = (pi, pi, pi) in 3d, respectively. This corre-
sponds to taking into account only classical (Ω=0) spin
fluctuations around the predominant antiferromagnetic
wave vector. This way χΩm,q can be represented analyti-
cally by a simple Ornstein-Zernike-like form:
χΩ=0m,q =
A
(q−Π)2 + ξ−2(T ) , (D1)
where ξ(T ) is the correlation length of the system and A
is a constant assumed to be approximately temperature
independent in the following. Moreover, we will perform
for convenience a shift of the integration variable q as
q→ q+Π in Eq. (10), i.e., in the new coordinate system
the most relevant contributions due to antiferromagnetic
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FIG. 13. Self-energies and spectral functions for the antinodal point of the 2d Hubbard model at half filling [kA=(pi, 0)]. The
conventions adopted are the same as those of Fig. 2 in Sec. IIIA.
correlations correspond to q ≡ 0.
(iv) In order to perform analytical calculations, we sim-
plify also the DMFT Green’s function G(iν+ iΩ,k+q+
Π) in the DΓA equation (10). As for the magnetic sus-
ceptibility, we will of course restrict ourselves to the con-
tribution Ω = 0. Moreover, as we are interested in the
DΓA self-energy on the real axis, we perform the ana-
lytic continuation iν → ω + iδ and expand the DMFT
self-energy in real frequencies ω around ω = 0:
Σ(ω) = −iγ − αω +O(ω2), (D2)
Here, we have taken into account only terms up to
the first order in ω, as we are interested in the DΓA
low-energy coefficients αk(T ) and γk(T ). Accordingly,
G(ω,k+ q+Π) can be written as
G(ω,k+ q+Π) ∝ 1
ω − ε˜k+q+Π + iΓ , (D3)
where Γ = γ/(1 + α) is the renormalized quasiparti-
cle scattering factor (or inverse quasiparticle lifetime) of
DMFT and ε˜k = εk/(1 + α) is the renormalized disper-
sion. Let us recall that Γ decreases with small tempera-
tures as T 2, i.e.,
Γ(T ) ≡ γ(T )
1 + α(T )
= CT 2 +O(T 4), (D4)
since γ ∼ T 2 for low temperatures, while the renormal-
ization factor 0 < (1 + α)−1 < 1 remains finite even at
T = 0 and can be, hence, approximated as constant at
low temperatures.
(v) A final approximation is applicable to the (renor-
malized) dispersion ε˜k+q+Π. As discussed above, the
most relevant contribution to the q integral in Eq. (10)
originates from the wave vector q = 0 (after the before
mentioned shift of q by Π). Hence, we perform a Taylor
series expansion of ε˜k+q+Π around this point:
ε˜k+Π+q ∼ ε˜k+Π + ∂ε˜
∂k
(k+Π)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−vk
q+
1
2
q
∂2ε˜
∂k2
(k+Π)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−2/mk
q,
(D5)
where the last term is taken into account only when the
second one, i.e., the Fermi velocity, vanishes (which is
indeed the case for the antinodal point in 2d). The first
term on the right hand side of Eq. (D5) is always 0 for
k vectors located on the (perfectly nested) Fermi sur-
face. As the (simplified) magnetic susceptibility given in
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Eq. (D1) is rotational invariant with respect to q, we can
rotate the coordinate system in the q integral of Eq. (10)
in such a way, that the Fermi velocity (if it is not 0)
points into the qx direction. The second derivative of the
renormalized dispersion in Eq. (D5) is given by a diag-
onal matrix with the entries 1 and −1 and, hence, the
last term in this equation can be written as (q2x− q2y)/mk
with mk being the mass of the quasiparticle excitations
renormalized by DMFT. Considering now the simplifica-
tions (i)-(v) for Eq. (10) leads straightforwardly to Eqs.
(13) in the main text of the paper.
Let us finally point out that the above approximations
for the integrands of the q integral determining the DΓA
self-energy via Eq. (10) are in principle valid only in a tiny
region around q = (0, 0, 0) (corresponding to the antifer-
romagnetic vector q = Π before the shift of integration
variables). However, in the parameter regime where the
most relevant contribution to these integrals stems from
critical antiferromagnetic fluctuations, the leading order
terms in the low-T behavior of γk(T ) and αk(T ) will
not depend qualitatively on the limits of the integrals in
Eqs. (13) which can be, hence, chosen for convenience.
Appendix E: Integrals for calculating Fermi liquid
parameters
In this section, we provide some further details con-
cerning the evaluation of the integrals (13a) and (13b) for
calculating the low energy coefficients of the self-energy
γk(T ) and αk(T ). The actual calculations follow those
of Ref. 31. We first define explicitly the prefactor Cωk .
From the DΓA equation (10) it follows that
Cωk =
1
(2pi)2
3
2
U2Aγω,Ω=0m,q∗ , (E1)
where A is a constant defined by the spin susceptibil-
ity in Eq. (D1), and γω,Ω=0m,q∗ is the (analytically contin-
ued) three-leg vertex defined in Eq. (9), evaluated for the
bosonic Matsubara frequency Ω=0 and a momentum q∗
in the Brillouin zone which is determined by applying the
mean-value theorem of integral calculus to the q integral
in Eq. (10). Note that we have also included the 2d nor-
malization factor 1/(2pi)2 in this prefactor. Hence, for 3d
another factor 1/(2pi) has to be considered explicitly in
the calculation.
a. 2d, Nodal point
In order to evaluate Eq. (13a) for d= 2 we first per-
form the integral over qy. As for integration extremes,
we consider [−pi, pi], i.e., we perform the integration over
the Brillouin zone in the y direction. As discussed at
the end of Appendix D the choice of the extremes of the
integral does not alter qualitatively the results, because
the integrals are mainly controlled by the singularity of
the integrand at q=(0, 0). The result of this integration,
thus, yields:
∫ pi
−pi
dqy
1
q2y + q
2
x + ξ
−2
=
2 arctan
[
pi√
q2x+ξ
−2
]
√
q2x + ξ
−2
. (E2)
This result can be then used in the qx integral of
Eq. (13a) where we perform the change of variables
x = ξqx. Considering the arctan in Eq. (E2) we note
that arctan(piξ/
√
1 + x2) = pi/2 − arctan[√1 + x2/(piξ)].
As the second term vanishes when ξ→∞, we can neglect
this contribution in the previous relation and keep only
the term pi/2. Finally, the new limits of the x integral
are given by [−piξ, piξ], which can be extended to ∞ as
discussed before. The remaining x integral hence reads
Σ(ω,kN ) ∼= piC
ω
k
vkN
Tξ
∫ +∞
−∞
dx
1√
1 + x2
1
x+BωkN
, (E3)
where
BωkN =
ξ
vkN
(ω + iΓ), (E4)
i.e., Bω=0kN = ibkN where the latter quantity is defined
in Eq. (16). Integral (E3) is convergent and can be per-
formed explicitly. The final result for Σ(ω,kN ) is then
given by
Σ(ω,kN ) =
2piCωk
vkN
Tξ
1√
(Bω
kN
)2 + 1
× log
[
−i
(
BωkN +
√
(Bω
kN
)2 + 1
)]
. (E5)
Evaluating this expression for ω = 0 and extracting its
negative imaginary part yields the expression for γkN
as given in Eq. (15a), when considering the definition
2piCω=0k /vkN ≡ CkN . As for the calculation of αkN we
have to differentiate Eq. (E5) with respect to ω. In prin-
ciple, we would have to consider a contribution from the
ω derivative of CωkN . This can be neglected, since the
remaining part is purely imaginary and, hence, does not
contribute to αkN . Interestingly, as the remaining part
of the self-energy depends on ω only via BωkN , αkN can
be calculated for the nodal point directly from γkN as
αkN =
∂
∂Γ
γkN . (E6)
b. 2d, Antinodal point
For the antinodal point we have to evaluate the inte-
gral in Eq. (13b) for d=2. This is more complicated than
the corresponding calculation for the nodal case as both
qx and qy appear squared in both parts of the integrand.
On the other hand, this allows us to extend the domain
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of integration to the entire two-dimensional k space and
perform the integration in polar coordinates. The inte-
gration over q= |q| can be thus easily done analytically
and -after rearranging of the ϕ integral- yields
Σ(ω,kA) = 2C
ω
kmkATξ
2
∫ pi
0
dϕ
log
[
BωkA
cosϕ
]
Bω
kA
− cosϕ, (E7)
where BωkA is defined as
BωkA = mkAξ
2(ω + iΓ), (E8)
i.e., Bω=0kA = ibkA as defined in Eq. (19). One can clearly
see that the integral in Eq. (E7) becomes divergent for
Γ≡0. This illustrates the importance of of the quasipar-
ticle damping factor of DMFT for k points at the van
Hove singularity. After splitting up the logarithm in Eq.
(E7) as log(Bωk / cosϕ)=log(B
ω
k )−log(cosϕ) the first in-
tegral can be solved exactly. Hence, we obtain
Σ(ω,kA) = 2C
ω
k pimkTξ
2
×
[
log(Bωk )√
(Bωk )
2 − 1 −
1
pi
∫ pi
0
dϕ
log(cosϕ)
Bωk − cosϕ
]
. (E9)
Evaluating Eq. (E9) for ω=0 and extracting its negative
imaginary part yields the expression for γkA as given in
Eq. (18), when considering the definition 2pimkAC
ω=0
k ≡
CkA . Finally, αkA can be obtained from Eq. (E9) by
differentiating its negative real part with respect to ω at
ω=0.
c. 3d
For the three-dimensional system we have to evaluate
the integral in Eq. (13a) for d=3. First, we perform the
integration of qy and qz in polar coordinates where we
cut off the radial integral at q= |q|=pi (corresponding to
the border of the Brillouin zone). The result is∫
dqydqz
1
q2 + ξ−2
= pi log
[
pi2 + ξ−2 + q2x
ξ−2 + q2x
]
. (E10)
The remaining qx integral is then extended to qx =±∞
by adding an infinitesimal convergence factor. This en-
ables us to perform the integral by means of the residue
theorem considering that log(q2x + C
2) = log(qx + iC) +
log(qx−iC) for an arbitrary number C: We can then close
the integration path in the complex half-plane where no
logarithmic singularity is present. The result is
Σ(ω,k) = −ipiC
ω
k
vk
T log
[√
1 + (piξ)2 − iBωk
1− iBωk
]
, (E11)
where Bωk is the same as in Eq. (E4). Evaluating Eq.
(E11) and its first derivative w.r.t. ω at ω=0 and con-
sidering piCω=0k /vk≡Ck yields the results for γk and αk,
respectively, which are presented in Eqs. (20) of the main
text.
Appendix F: Energy distributions - analytic
derivations and further results
1. Energy distribution for the AL self-energy
In this section we report the analytical results for
n(ε) obtained by assuming the AL self-energy given in
Eq. (25) in the calculation:
nAL(ε) =
2
β
∑
νk
δ(ε− εk) 1
iν − εk − U24iν
. (F1)
Note that this corresponds to an approximation where
just the self-energy of the system is replaced by the corre-
sponding atomic limit one rather than taking the atomic
limit t→ 0 itself. As for U = 4.0 this self-energy is, how-
ever, a good approximation for the corresponding DMFT
self-energy (as we have verified for our numerical data),
Eq. (F1) represents indeed a reasonable approximation
for n(ε) at such large values of U .
By exploiting the definition of the DOS [
∑
k δ(ε−εk)=
D(ε)] we can rewrite Eq. (F1) as
nAL(ε) = 2D(ε)
1
β
∑
ν
1
iν − ε− U24iν
. (F2)
The ν sum in Eq. (F2) can be now performed explicitly
by means of standard techniques100 yielding:
nAL(ε) =2D(ε)
1√
ε2 + U2
[X+(ε)f (X+(ε))
−X−(ε)f (X−(ε))] , (F3)
where f(x)=(1+ eβx)−1 denotes the Fermi function and
X±(ε) =
1
2
(
ε±
√
ε2 + U2
)
. (F4)
As X−(ε)<0 and X+(ε)>0, at T =0 we can replace the
corresponding Fermi functions by 1 and 0, respectively,
which leads exactly to the result given in Eq. (26).
2. Further numerical results for n(ε)
In Fig. 14, we present our data for n(ε) in 3d for U=0,
DMFT, DΓA, and the corresponding 3d DOS. The situa-
tion is completely analogous to the 2d case in Sec. IVB,
except for an (expected) weakening of nonlocal correla-
tion effects in 3d.
In Fig. 15 we show n(ε) for the 2d Hubbard model in
the coexistence region of DMFT, i.e., where a metallic
and a Mott-insulating phase coexist. Here, one observes
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FIG. 14. Energy distributions n(ε) for the three-dimensional Hubbard model at two different values of the interaction parameter
U for temperatures slightly above the DΓA phase transition to the antiferromagnetically ordered phase. In the inset the
difference ∆(ε) between the energy distributions of DMFT and DΓA as well as the contribution ε∆(ε) to the corresponding
difference of the kinetic energies are shown.
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FIG. 15. Energy distributions n(ε) for the two-dimensional Hubbard model at U = 2.375 for β = 80 corresponding to the
coexistence region between an metallic and an insulating state in DMFT. In the inset the difference ∆(ε) between the energy
distributions of DMFT and DΓA as well as the contribution ε∆(ε) to the corresponding difference of the kinetic energies are
shown.
the same gain of weight at large negative energies in DΓA
w.r.t. to DMFT whereas -as expected- this strong cou-
pling feature becomes more pronounced in the insulating
case (right panel).
Appendix G: Calculation of kinetic and potential
energies
In this section we will give computational details about
the calculation of the kinetic and potential energies.
1. Kinetic energy
The general expressions for the calculation of the ki-
netic energy of the system used in this paper is given in
Eq. (22). For a practical evaluation of the frequency sum
one has, of course, to single out the 1/iν contribution of
the summand, which in our case is given by
2
∑
k
εk. (G1)
In the situation considered in this paper this term is zero
due to the symmetry properties of the dispersion relation.
From a numerical point of view, it is also convenient to
single out the contribution ∝ 1/(iν)2 in order to achieve
a better convergence of the numerical sum over the Mat-
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subara frequencies. This term, which is proportional to
the second moment of the Green’s function, reads (in the
general case of arbitrary filling n)
2
∑
k
εk
[
εk +
Un
2
− µ
]
. (G2)
Hence, we can rewrite Eq. (22) in the following way
Ekin = 2
1
β
∑
νk
[
εkG(iν,k)− εk
iν
− εk
(
εk +
Un
2 − µ
)
(iν)2
]
+ 2
∑
k
εk − β
2
∑
k
εk
(
εk +
Un
2
− µ
)
,
(G3)
where we have used that 1β
∑
ν
e−iν0
+
iν =
1
2 and
1
β
∑
ν
1
(iν)2 = −β4 . Since
∑
ν
1
(iν)3 ≡ 0 it immediately
follows that the error due to the finite frequency summa-
tion on the r.h.s. in Eq. (G3) is of the order 1(iν¯)3 , where
ν¯ denotes the frequency up to which the sum in Eq. (G3)
is performed.
2. Potential energy
The expression for calculating the potential energy
used in this paper is given in Eq. (28). Similar as for
the kinetic energy, in order to ensure/improve conver-
gence of the frequency sum in this equation, we subtract
the 1/(iν) and 1/(iν)2 contributions from the summand.
Evaluating the latter analytically yields
Epot =
1
β
∑
νk
[
G(ν,k)Σ(ν,k) − Un
2
1
iν
− Un
2
U + εk − µ
(iν)2
]
+
Un
4
− Unβ
8
∑
k
[U + εk − µ] . (G4)
3. Frequency extrapolation
In addition to the above discussed treatment of the
asymptotic behavior of G(ν,k) and Σ(ν,k) in the cal-
culation of Ekin [see Eqs. (22) and (G3)] and Epot [see
Eqs. (28) and (G4)] we have performed a frequency ex-
trapolation in order to check/improve the quality of our
numerical results. This has been achieved by calculating
the frequency sums for the evaluation of Ekin and Epot
for different cutoff-frequencies ν¯ which defines, in turn, a
function E(ν¯) where E denotes either Ekin or Epot. From
a typical high-frequency expansion of G(ν,k) and Σ(ν,k)
it follows that a similar expansion hold for E(ν¯):
Efit(ν¯) =
∞∑
i=0
ai
(iν¯)i
. (G5)
Confining the sum in Eq. (G5) to a finite value of i = I
yields the asymptotic behavior of E(ν¯), which allows us
to fit our numerical data to this function. Obviously,
the corresponding fit parameter a0 will then represent
our extrapolated result for the energy for ν¯ → ∞. We
have, hence, performed a least-square fit of our numerical
data for E(ν¯) to the fit function Efit(ν¯) in an asymptotic
interval [n¯min, n¯max] by minimizing
n¯max∑
n¯=n¯min
(
En¯ −
I∑
i=0
ai
in¯
)2
, (G6)
where En¯≡E(ν¯) with n¯ being the index of the Matsub-
ara frequency ν¯ = pi/β(2n¯ + 1). n¯min and n¯max define
the (asymptotic) frequency interval in which the func-
tion E(ν¯) is fitted and I represents the maximal fitting
order according to Eq. (G5). The minimization of (G6)
w.r.t. the fitting parameters ai can be performed analyt-
ically as Eq. (G6) depends linearly on ai and yields the
following linear equation for ai:
I∑
i=0
(
n¯max∑
n¯=n¯min
1
n¯l
1
n¯i
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mli
ai =
n¯max∑
n¯=n¯min
En¯
n¯l
. (G7)
In order to solve this system for the fitting parameters
ai we have to invert Mli which might be challenging as
this I×I matrix is rather ill conditioned. However, since
Mli does not depend on our numerical data En¯ we can
perform the inversion analytically for I . 10, which
yields
ai =
n¯max∑
n¯=n¯min
(
I∑
l=0
M−1il
1
n¯l
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
win¯
En¯, (G8)
where we have exchanged the n¯ and l sum. Note that
win¯ does not depend on the numerical data En and can
be pre-computed analytically avoiding any numerical in-
stabilities. Hence, the extrapolated value for the energy
E is eventually given by
E(ν¯ →∞) = a0 =
n¯max∑
n¯=n¯min
w0n¯En¯. (G9)
Throughout this paper, we have extrapolated the re-
sults for the kinetic and potential energies by means of
Eq. (G9) subtracting only the 1/iν contribution in the
summand and verifying that this indeed compares well
with a corresponding calculation where also the 1/(iν)2
term has been subtracted in the summand. An extrapo-
lation of the latter results yields -as expected- only very
small corrections for E w.r.t. to E(ν¯max).
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Appendix H: Technical details about Pade´ fits
In this section we provide some technical details about
the Pade´ approximation we have adopted for the analyt-
ical continuation of our Matsubara frequency data of the
DMFT and DΓA self-energies presented in Figs. 2 and
13. The continuation has been performed by means of
a “plain” Pade´ fit, as it is described, e.g., in Refs. 101
and 102. Concretely, we have fitted a rational function
f(z) = p(z)q(z) , z ∈ C, with N fit parameters against N self-
energy data points [(zn = iνn,Σ(zn)), n = 1 . . .N ] on the
Matsubara axis such that f(zn) = Σ(zn). For even N ,
the functions p(z) and q(z) are (complex) polynomials
of degree N/2− 1 and N/2, respectively, whereupon the
coefficient of zN/2 in the denominator polynomial q(z)
can be set to 1 w.l.o.g., as the denominator and the nu-
merator can be always divided by this factor. In order
to verify the reliability of the continuation, for sets of
data presented in the paper, we have (i) carefully checked
the stability of our fits by varying the set of Matsubara
frequencies used for the fit. Moreover, we have (ii) ex-
plicitly verified that our Pade´ approximants satisfy the
correct 1/iν asymptotic behavior for the self-energy on
the Matsubara axis. Finally, we have (iii) analyzed the
pole structure of our Pade´ fit in order to make sure that
no spurious poles appear in the upper complex half-plane.
Note that by adopting ED as impurity solver our Mat-
subara data are not afflicted with any statistical error.
Hence, numerical inaccuracies are due to the finite preci-
sion of the double precision floating point numbers used
for the evaluation of the Pade´ fit by means of our For-
tran code. However, this problem might become rele-
vant only in situations where the continued self-energies
exhibit poles on the real frequency axis101. As this is
not the case for the finite coupling/finite temperature
regime considered in the paper (where the one-particle
self-energy always displays a sizable imaginary part), our
algorithmic treatment should not require further exten-
sions, in agreement with the discussions of Ref. 101.
One comment is in order regarding the analytic contin-
uation of DMFT(ED) data. In principle, ED provides the
exact solution of the (finite) system and, hence, the cor-
responding Green’s function and the self-energy of the as-
sociated impurity problem could be evaluated directly on
the real axis avoiding any analytical continuation proce-
dure. Such an approach is, however, problematic for two
reasons: (i) The corresponding spectral function consists
of a finite collection of (δ-like) peaks which have typi-
cally no physical meaning (at least in the paramagnetic
phase). In fact, in most of the cases where peak-shaped
excitations are not present in the local spectral function,
the DMFT(ED) self-energy on the Matsubara axis must
be considered just as an approximation of the “exact”
DMFT result, which can be obtained, e.g., by means of a
high statistic QMC calculation (for exceptions, see Refs.
90 and 93). (ii) For the DΓA exact results on the real fre-
quency axis are -in any case- not available. Thus, for an
unbiased comparison between the two methods, the cor-
responding analytic continuations should be calculated
on the same footing, which explains the necessity of per-
forming a Pade´ analytic continuation also for the DMFT
data.
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